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A recursive block algorithm for solving a linear system is developed, analyzed and tested

in this thesis. The method is basically a recursive block version of Gaussian elimination.

The theory of the algorithm is analyzed in detail and the computation cost of the algorithm

is estimated. Codes written in both Matlab and FORTRAN were used to test the algorithm

and these codes are attached as an appendix. The new method is comparable in execution

speed and memory requirements to the standard Gaussian elimination algorithm. The

analysis and tests of the algorithm indicate that this algorithm is reliable and effective and

can be applied to the solution of a practical problem. It solves a linear system with good

precision and high speed as Gaussian elimination. Improvement of the algorithm is

recoÍtmended in order to apply it to sparse linear systems, and to linear systems with a

coefficient matrix of a specialized matrix (e.g. symmetric, banded etc.)

Abstract
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Chapter I Introduction

$ 1. Purpose of the Thesis

We can roughly classify the methods of solving a linear system

AX=B

where A e Rn*n, X,B e Rn*t

into two general classes. One class deals with the individual numbers of the matrix A and

we might as well call these non-block methods. The other class treating the matrix A as

being composed of blocks (sub-matrices) are called block methods. The block methods

considered are essentially based on the non-block methods. In this chapter we briefly
review some block methods which are used to solve a linear system by direct methods

(rather than iteration, for example).

In general, the direct methods for block factorization have two common characteristics:

1o rhe process of solving the system is composed of two sequential steps:

1) Partition matrix A (or factor A inro block forms)

2) Solve the linear system by sequentially solving a group of linear sub-systems by
the non-block methods such as Gaussian elimination. Normally, there is no more block
factorization for the sub matrices of A after the step 1 is done.

2" No any recursive procedure is involved in solving a linear system.

(1.1.1)

The block methods usually need to do a lot of operations to transform the matrix A to the

sub blocks. As we shall review in the next section, the block Gaussian elimination requires

that the sub-block All (see equation (1.2.15)) be non-singular. For this purpose a lot of
permutations may be applied to A to get All. The block triangular method which we shall

review in section 2.2 also needs to permute the matrix A to the block triangular form
before the practical computation can be done for the solution of the linear system.

Sometimes the above matrix permutations take up a lot of time to achieve the required

block forms. Considering this fact it reasonable for us to develop another kind of block

1



methods which do the operations for matrix partition as little as possible and save the costs
for doing the "pre-work" for the solution of a linear system.

On the other side the time consumption and memory occupation are very important two
factors that usually determinate people to choose the effective algorithms to solve a linear
system. Some computer systems have Cache installed, which offers a fast computation to
small computational objectives. In general, ordinary methods such as Gassian elimination
treat the linear systems in full size. They may lose the speed of computation in solving the

large size linear systems because they can not use the Cache. For this reason if we could
divide a linear system, the large size system in particular, into smaller sub systems and then

solve them successively, we would take advantages from Cache. Therefore it is necessary

for us to develop other block methods which solve a linear system by partitioning it into a
group of sub systems with size as small as possible so that the Cache can be used to get a
speedup in computation. Due to the application of block partition we also expect that the

methods to be developed in this thesis can have some potential advantages for memory
saving in solving the large size linear systems.

The purpose of the thesis is to establish a new algorithm which applies a recursive block
partition method to the solution of linea¡ systems, finds the solution with a precision as

good as other ordinary methods can achieve, computes the results in a relatively high
speed, and has the potential advantage for memory saving. We hope the method is
applicable to practical problem. Towards this end we shall test the algorithm by comparing
it with Gaussian elimination in four aspects:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Computation cost

Stability control

Computation precision

Memory use

In chapter II we give the detail analysis of the method and discuss some theoretical
properties of the method. In chapter III we introduce other two methods which are special

cases of the recursive block method and are used as a comparison with the new method we

introduced in Chapter tr. Test results and conclusion are given in chapter fV. Codes of the

algorithms written in both Matlab and FORTRAN are attached in appendix.

2



$ Z. Background and Review of Literature

In this section we shall briefly review two types of methods for solving a linear system in
block form. Before we discuss the details of the methods we review the method of LU-
decomposition.

Suppose the matrix A has the factorization

A=LU

with I = (/, ),," , lower triangular with unit diagonal values and u = (uo )"." , upper triangular.

(Methods for achieving these are described in any numerical analysis book such as [1],[2]
and [7]). Thus LU-decomposition is unique if it exists. The linear system (1.1.1) is then
equivalent to solving

LC=B

for the n-by-l vector C and then solving

UX=C

for X, where C = (",)"*,

Because Iu + 0, then by forward substitution the (L.2.2) is readily found by

and each other element of c is found by successively applying the formula

k-l
co=(bo-\lo,c.,)/I* k=2,3,...,n (1.2.5)

j=l

(1.2.1)

If u*+0 for k=1,2,...,n, then back-substitution method gives the final solution by

c,= bfl,,

(1.2.2)

(r.2.3)

xn = cn/unn

(r.2.4)

3
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The other elements of X are given by applying the following formula successivel! for k=
n-1, n-2, ...,2, I.

LU-decomposition methods may also involve row and column interchanges (pivoting) for
stabilify. In this case the decomposition has the form

where P and Q are permutation matrices (so that PPr=QQr=I).

The solution of ( 1 . 1 . 1) is then equivalent to the solution of the following system since P is
non-singular and QQt=I,

Xr=(cr- fu*,x¡)
j=k+l

And then we have

PAQ=¡g

Therefore the solution can be achieved by solving the following systems sequentially

1) Compute T=PB

2) Solve for S=(f)-t PB by forward solution LS=T
3) Solve for R=QrX by backward solution UR=S

4) Compute X=QR

S 2.1 Block Gaussian Elimination

(1.2.7)

(PAQQT)X=PB

LU(QrX)=PB

( 1.2.8)

As Duff discussed in the book I
form

A

(r.2.e)

1], a matrix A

[4,, A,rl_t I- fR,, A,,)

( 1.2.10)

can be partitioned into four blocks in the

(1.2.1s)

(r.z.rt)
(r.2.12)
(1.2.T3)

(1.2.14)

4



where, 4,, and A22 are square sub-matrices. The LU block factorjzation of A without
pivoting has the form

^ 
= [î;: l;]= [i;: ;,ïi i;;] = LU ,2 

'6,

where L11 and L22 are lower triangular sub matrices and U11 and,lJ22are upper triangular
sub matrices. Equating both sides of (1.2.16) gives

Therefore the block factorization (1.2.16) can be achieved by the following steps:

1) Decompose All into LU form in (l.2.Ija) to get L11 and U11

2) Find the solution u12 to the multiple right hand side problem (1.2.17b)

3) Find the solution L21 to the multiple right hand side problem (l.z.l7c)
4) Decompose Ã^22into irs LU forms as in (1.2.17d) to getL22andrJ22

If we choose L to be unit block triangular, then (1.2.16) becomes

. ferr erzl I t l[nn Arzl
o = 

[o,, o,]=LL,, r jL Ã,,1 (1'2'18)

where I is an appropriate size identity matrix, and where i'A,, = Ar, , Ã.u= Au-i,A,,

If we choose U to be unit triangular, (I.2.16) has the form

. ferr arzl farr llt ú,rlo = [o,, o,J = 
1o,, Ã,,11 ;"] (t 'z'te)

where 4,,ú,r=4,, , Ã'= Ar-Ar,ú,,

LrrU¡=A¡
L11Up-Ap
LztU¡ =A2l
L 22U 22- A22-L 2{J p- Ã,22

(1.2.17a)

(r.2.17b)
(1.2.t7c)
(r.2.r7d)

5



After a block factorization of A has been formed, the solution to the problem (1.1.1) can be
obtained by organizing AX=B as L(LIX) = B and sequentially solving

LY=B

UX=Y

We use the block form of (1.2.16) to demonstrate this process in more detail. For this
purpose we divide

and sequentially solve

Each of the triangular systems can be simply solved by the forward substitution or back-
substitution.

"=[í;] '=l;]

Note that in the above discussion we have implicitly assumed that sub-matrix All is
nonsingular. The fact is that, however, A is nonsingular does not guarantee the non-
singularity of All. See [1] for the detailed discussion.

LuYt=Bt
Lzzyz=Bz-Lzùt

Uzzxz=Yz

U11x1=y1-U oxZ

G.H. Golub and C.F. Van Loan also discussed the block Gaussian elimination in their
book [2]. J.R. Bunch [6] developed a similar block method for solving sparse linear
system based on LU factorization for non symmetric matrix and LDLr factorization for
symmetric matrices. In this thesis we will develop a new method for LU factorization. It is
every different from the methods that the above people developed and is not just for four
blocks as shown in (T.2.16). The details of this method is discussed in section 8 of
Chapter 2.

for

for

for

for

Yr

Yz

X2

X¡

ç 2.2 Block Triangular Form

In this section we review another general block method using the block triangular form,
described in detail in [1].

6



We consider permutations to the block lower triangular form for

where P and Q are permutation matrices.

A block upper triangular version of this can be readily obtained by a minor modification of
P and Q as shown in [1]

A special case for the triangular factorization of A with form A = fo:-' u" I (where
L 0 annJ

An-,€R(n-r)'{n-t),an€R(n-r)*randan"eR) and solution to this linear system is discussed in

u).

We can use the block forms (1.2.20) to solve the linear system (1.1.1), AX=B, by

PAQ =

4,,

4,,

A*,

À, r22

:

A ñ2

changing it to the equivalent system

and setting

so that

A
mm

(1.2.20)

and then using block forward substitution sequentially to solve the following equations

(1.2.21) for y,, yz, ...y^

PAQQÐ(=PB

QÐ(=Y

(PAQ)Y=PB

Here the summation has no value for i=l md y' and (PB)t (i=1, ..., m) refer to the section

of Y and PB corresponding in size and position to the block Atin PAQ

Finally we solve for X by

i-l
Aiiyi = PB)i -åo¡¡r,

X=QY

(t.2.21)

7
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In the above process we need only to factor the diagonal blocks A¡¡ (i=1, ..., m) for solving
(r.2.2r). The off-diagonal blocks 4,.i, Þj are used only in the multiplication A,;y,

There are several methods to permute the matrix A to the form (1.2.20). One of the
methods is called two-stage approach tll and can be described briefly as

1) Use row and column permutations to ensure that the diagonals are all non-zero (we call
this process finding a transversal)

2) Use symmetric permutations to fînd the block form itself.

With the help of the digraphs Sargent and \ü/esterberg [3] successfully established a

algorithm based on symmetric permutations and the observation that the graphs of each A¡i
must be strongly connected. Tarjan t4l I5l followed the work done by Sargent and

Westerberg and improved the algorithm. The new algorithm reduce the amount of
operations done for the matrix permutation.

The method of the block triangular form is useful for solving the sparse linear system. In
that case, the form given by (I.2.20) is more likely to be obtained through the matrix
permutation. Then solving a linear system in the form (1.2.20) would save a lot of
computation costs than solving it in a full matrix form. V/e skip the details of discussion.

In this thesis we will develop another kind of block method for solving linear systems.

Differing from the above method the new method uses a very little cost for matrix partition
and solves a linear system by successively dividing it into 2-by-2 sub systems. It speeds up
the computation for solving large size linear systems on the computer system with Cache.

I



Chapter II Recursive Block Method

Before we start our discussion we tirst give a brief explanation to the notation we used in
this chapter. The superscript usually represents the iterate number. Sometimes it also

implies the order of the sub matrices. We will give a special explanation in that case. The

subscript represents the index number of the sub matrix or vector.

In this chapter we shall establish a recursive block method for solving a linear system. We
start our discussion with an example in section l. In section 2 we introduce the concept of
the general block partition to a matrix. It is the basis of the recursive block methods. In
sections 3 to 6 we establish the recursive block methods which we call the Strictly
Symmetric Partition (SSP) method and the Left Strictly Symmetric Partition (LSSP)

method. The stability of the algorithms is discussed in section 7. In section 8 we analyze

the recursive block method in theory and show that,it is essentially the same as Gaussian

elimination with back-substitution. \ü/e also give an estimate of the number of flops
involved in the algorithms in section 9. The technique of memory allocation for the

algorithms is discussed in section 10. The algorithms are described by the flow charts in
section I 1.

$ L. Introduction

Consider a linear system

which we can solve by the usual Gaussian elimination method. V/e now develop an

alternative solution method based on subdividing the problem into smaller sub problems.

We will illustrate the formulae by applying them to the following example.

Consider

(where A € Rn'n, X,B e Rn*t)

AX=B

iåA=l
l2

Lo

0l0l
2 otl
0 1 0l'
4otl ' lil 

x 
l*l

(2.t.r)

I

(2.t.Ia)



which has exact solution

First we partition A into four blocks

^ 
= lî|il îü]

where

"r,=[å l],^rr=[å ?],^n=[] T],"u=[å ?]

Correspondingly, B and X are respectively partitioned into two blocks

" 
= 
[;llN 

wi,h BÍ = 
l; ] 

, 

",= [1]
and

" 
= 
[if ]] 

wirh xr , = lil , *t,= [îl

X=12,1, -1, 0]r

Then (2.1.1) can be rewritten after carrying out the block multiplication of AX and equating

the individual blocks as:

At|¡1tr * Allr¡9r = "1t' 
(2.1.2a)

Al?¡1tr + Alf ¡l' = syr (Z.l.zb)

Assume that efl) is non singular, then from (2.I.2a) we have

xf') = [efl)]-' ("1', - AÍrÐxf))

Inserting this into (2.1.2b) gives

Set

çatl-otr1'¡ef?J-'efl)xf,- Bt)-6!'i[aJp]-'s1tr (2.1.2d)

[ef?]-' A\l =20)

[ef?]-'BÍr) - Y(')

(2.t.2c)

10

(2.r.2e)

(2.t.2Ð



and substitute (2.r.2e) and (2.r.2Ð into (2.1.2d) and (2.1.2c) we obtain

(At'l- A\lzrrt¡yyt = BÍ)- Atl)y(')

¡{t) = y{t) -Z\X(t)

We wrire (2.1.2e) and (2.1.2f) as

6tt)7tr\ = AÍll

4{t)y{t) - gtt)

then solving (2.1.2a-b) for X is equivalent to solving the following systems:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Solving (2.1.2i) for Z(')

Solving (2.1.2j) for Y(')

Solving (2.1.2Ð for X!)

Computing (2.1.2h) for Xl')

We write these systems in one group

(2.1.2e)

(2.1,.2h)

where Zo eRt" , Y(r) e R2*r inthecaseof example (2.l.la).

Alt,)20) = AÍl
A(Dy(t) - B(t)

(At'i _ A[)Za))Xy = Bf)_ Atl)Y(')

XÍ') - yt'r _20)Xp

¡tt) - (¡ttr,¡rt))r

The system (2.1.3a) is a linear system with multiple right hand sides. For conciseness we
re-write (2.1.3a) and (2.1.3b) as a$r[2tt),y{t)]= [eÍN,eÍ')], then (2.1.3) can be expressed as

(2.r.2i)
(2.1.2j)

6{?[7ttr,ytt)] = [AÍf ,BÍ')]
(At', - A9ZÍ\Xr;) = BÍ)- At'/ Y(')

XÍt) - y<'r -7{r)y{r>
X(') - (XÍt),X('))r

(2.1.3a)

(2.1.3b)

(2.t.3c)

(2.t.3d)
(2.1.3e)

11

(2.t.4a)
(2.1.4b)

(2.1.4c)

(2.t.4d)



We refer to (2.1.4a-d) as recursÍve formula for systems (2.1.2a-b). Now we can apply

the above process again to the equation solutions of (2.I.4a) and (2.1.4b) as follows.

Firstly, in order to solve (2.I.4a) for ZQ) 6d f(1) we create the block forms,

7u, -lz1',' 
z}l and v,,, = [rÍ"1

Lzt? zg) Lv!,1

and for simplicity we set

then (2.1.4a) becomes

¡tzr = ¡tlr

v{zt =l7t 
",1=l!r1,, xß îil

e(r)= [e!!, n{tr]

AØ XØ - B(2)

where tr(z) E R2"2, X(2),9(2) e R2*3 in the case of example (2.1,.1a).

If we partition sub matrix tr(2) i¡¡s four blocks and correspondingly X(z) and S(2) l¡¡s ¡y¿6

blocks we obtain in the case of example (2.I.la)

^'= [îlt îß]= [å I
where AÍ?) = t, Al2) = o,All) = O, A9) =z

"'=[il;]] =l:1, :ß;ir]

where xÍ') = [zf1) zlÐ v\')1, x9, =lzç]J, zrÐ,v?l

",,,= [:l;i]= [å T ;]

where BÍt)= [t 0 l], et2) = [o r z]. Then the equivalent equations of (2.1.5) are

(2.t.s)

(2.r.6)

eÍ?)xÍ') + A\z)x? =B\2)

atlr¡12'+Af)x?-Bf)

12

(2.r.7)

(2.1.8)

(2.1.9a)

(2.t.9b)



Similar to (2.1.4), the recursive formula for (2.1.9) has the form

¡\lt fTrzt,yr')l = [AÍ'/, BÍ')]

(At:) - Aglz?')xtj) = B!') - At'i y(')

XÍ') = YØ -ZØXQ)
¡tzr - 1¡{zr,¡tut)r

where lØ ¿ R, Ytzl e RIx3

Now Aff) are numbers, there will be no more partition applicable to them. For 6f])*0,
solving (2. 1. 10a) gives

lztzt ,Y<zt1 - ÍA\? ,B\Ðlle{lt = [o 1 0 t]

Inserting (2. 1.8) and (2.1. I 1a) into (2. 1.10b) gives

substituting (2.r.11a) and (2.1.11b) into (2.1.10c) gives XÍ') = [1,0, 1] . Then by (2.1.7)

we obtain

2Xgt - lo,r,2l
Xç) = l0,I/2,11

(2.1.10a)

(2. r.10b)

(2.1.10c)

(2.1.10d)

With reference to the recursive formula (2.L.4), so far we have found [l(t), Y(t)] by
solving {2.7.4a), our next work is to solve the sub system (2.1.4b), for this purpose we

firstly insert zo) and f(l) inls (2.1.4b) and then use rhe simplified notation

"=l; ,l,r),'"'=[l]

Here (2.1.4b) becomes

whe¡e

(2.I.rla)

Ã(2)= 
^\;)- 

Atllzrl,

i{z) - ¡trr
É(2)-Btr-A!'iy(')

Ã(2)i(2) = É(2)

(2.1.rtb)

(2.1.t2)

13

(2.r.r3)
(2.t.t4)
(2.r.1s)

(2.r.16)



Again, in order to solve (2.I.16) for itzi wepartition ¡tz) into fourblocks and i(2) and

Ë(t) into two blocks, then we obtain the equivalent equations of (2.1.16) below

u"'= [; -0,] 
, u"'= 

[å] 
, s(zr - 

[;;i,i]

where

Ã,,tt)x,tt) + Ã.rr(') *.r(') = 6,(2)

^rr") 
*.r(') + 

^rr(') 
*r(') - 6rQ)

Ã(2, = [i;;ïl !,,,"'*',',]= [; l]

The recursive formula for (2.1.17) is

Á,,1"f2"' ,Íe)] = [Ãr2('),Ër(')] (2.1.lga)
(Ã,rr") - Ã,rØ z'Ð)*.r"' = Ér"' - ÃrrØ iØ (2. 1.18b)

Xrrr) = î(2) _ 
Ze) X2Ø (2. l. lgc)

- o' = [i,"',ir"']t (2. r.lgd)

where, ZØ =[2,,',].R, V 
(') 

= [y,,t,].R

For ¡,,(2)*0, solving (2.1.18a) gives

u'= 
[;';]= [å], 

and i(2, = [î;i]

fz"',i"'f= [Ã,rt",É,t"ft 
^,1" 

= [0,-t] (2.r.rg)

Inserting (2.1.19) into (2.1.18b) and solving it we obtain

(2.1.17a)

(2.1.17b)

And then substituting (2.1.19) and (2.1.20) inro (2.1.18c) gives ¡,(2)- -1.
By (2.1.18d) we have i,,,= [-1, o]' and go back to (Z.l.l4) we have

*rØ-o

14

(2.1.20)



Let's go back to the recursive (2.1.4), we substitute (2.1.21) and (2.1.12) into (2.1.4c)

X!'r =frzt =¡-t,0]'

and by (2.1.4d) finally we obtain X=[Xfr),Xtr)1r=[2, l, -1,0]r. This is the same as the

exact solution found by Gaussian elimination.

In the above process for solving a linear system we note that the most important step is the

use of recursive formula. That is, we recursively apply (2.1.4a-d) to each of linear sub

system until the sub matrix on diagonal is divided into 1-by-1 matrix. Then we simply
solve the system and substitute its solution to the same level or upper level linear sub

system, to which we may apply a deep level partition again if the order of the sub matrix is

greater than one. We repeat this process until the all 1-by-1 linear sub systems are solved

sequentially.

We refer to the above method for solving a linear system as the recursive block
method. For clarity we introduce a binary tree to represent the structure of a matrix which

is partitioned into four blocks. In the above example the matrix A of order 4 is divided
into four blocks eÍ1), RÍ?, Rl?and At'/, each of size 2-by-2. We use only Afl)and At, ro

represenrtheparririo" 
" 
=[iÏ] lli]l, thatis

Lfa2r n22J

XÍ,= y(r,_ z<,,xr,=ll]_lå åï;]=[?]

(2.1.2t)

or more simply as

4.4x4

Big 2.l.lal

(1) . ox.t\22' L t

15



We call the branch with All) the teft branch and the branch with A!'/ rhe right branch

relative to the upper level where A is on. The number on each node represents the size of
each matrix at that node. In above example, ef]) is partitioned again for solving for fZ\),
y(t)l and a!'l is replaced by (Att, - /rtlZo) and then partitioned again for solving liz).
The process of solving (2.I.1) can be expressed by the following binary tree. The affow
indicates the computation sequence or'direction'

Át)x(tL B(r)

[Fig 2.1.1b]

Iettel2

level I

)f2)_ 
B(2)

le¡æl 0

On each step for partitioning matrix or sub matrices into four blocks, the recursive formula
(2.1.4 a-d) is generalized to

x(t)= I ,",' 
""'l

Sohæ for X (2)

I Fic 2 t 2]

gol..æ rori (2)

16



(RF - k)

I 
e{r¡r[z<'.t,vttr] = [4{!,n{kr]

J 
(At? - Al\r7ttr¡¡!k)= Blk)- Rtolvc)

| "Í-' 
= f(k) - Z<u)1¡.f)

I Xtu' = (y[tr,¡lrl¡r

where A

Afb)and

,iîil 
1ß] ",-,=[:i-r] "=[iþ]

B{k)have;

Vy'e refer to diagonal sub matrices AÍ| and A5? as the matrices at the same level if they are
generated by the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22) with the same index number k. In
Figure 2.1.2 there are four 1-by-1 sub matrices at level 0, two 2-by-2 matrices at level I
and one 4-by-4 matrix on the top,level 3.

We noted that a 2-by-2 matrix is the smallest matrix which can be partitioned into four
blocks, in other words a 2-by-2 matrix is the smallest matrix unit to which a recursive
formula can be applied. We have the following definitions.

DefÏnition The recursive formula (2.I.22) is called the unit solution if it is applied to
the solution of aZ-by-2linear system.

We denote it by the Unit Solution or simply by US. Computation process for the US can
be described as four steps (note that Alk) Gi=I,2) are numbers for the operation US)

(a-k)
(b-k)
(c-k)
(d-k)

Z@ and Yc) have the same sizes as

(2.1.22)

1)

2)

3)

4)

If Al|*0, compute [ZG),y(k)] = [AÍ?,8Ík)]/AÍ|
If A5? - ¡fl 7<xt fl. compute X$, = ( Bt*) - o'kr yr' )/( At? - 1rfl zß))

ComPute XÍ*r = Ytt) - Zk>Xf)
Form ¡(k) = (Xfkr,¡;tr¡r

Definition The following two steps of the process are called transfer

1) ÃG)= AB - Af,>7<ut

2) 6{t.) = 3f)- Rl?yc)

where At?, At?, Z@ and YG) are sub matrices

17



The meaning of transfer is to'send'( or substitute) the solution [Z<*r,ytul1 found by
solving equation (a-k) in the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2. 1.22) to the equarion (b-k) for
forming a new linear sub system ¡itc)1{r)=6ik). we denote this in the following by
TRANSFER.

Definition We refer to the computation XÍu)=!(k)-7<xtyfi with the formation of
Xft-t¡ = ¡(t<) - (Xfkl,¡lkl¡ras back-substitution, where y{tr), 7{k) and Xlk) are sub

matrices. For clarity we denote rhe back substitution by BACKWARD.

V/e call the Unit Solution(Us), TRANSFER and BACKV/ARD the three basic
operations. With usage of these operations, Fig2.L2 can be simplified as

The pattern of the matrix A corresponding to the partition shown in Fig 2.I.2 andFig2.l.3
is

lz:" Y "'l

, B(,,r= 
liilj

Summarizing the above, we conclude that the process of solving a linear system by the

recursive block method includes two major steps. The first step is the matrix partition

which involves repeated use of the recursive formula (2.1.22). This process will stop as

soon as the original matrix is divided into sub matrices of size 2-by-2. Very little
computation is involved in this step and very little extra memory is used. The second step is

fFis.2.I.3l

AÍf) BÍ')l lle,r,)r_, [ ",r, ],_,.1

[Fig. 2.1.a]

18



to solve the all 2-by-2 systems with multiple right hand sides. According to the binary tree,
the sub systems are solved following the computation sequence

1) from the bottom level to top level;

2) from the left branch to the right branch.

In the following sections we shall systematically discuss the recursive block method for
square matrices of any size.

19



S 2. General Block Partition

In this section we consider a general case for a linear system

AX=B

Where { - 6tt) Ep(nxn), { =¡(t)6p(nxl) and B - g(l)6 p(nxl)

Corresponding to the partition of A, B and X

"-=[ii] ïí] ,XG,=tiþ] and BG,=[iil],

the recursive formula (RF-k)-(z.I.22) has the form as shown in (2.1.22). Note, however,

that the blocks are not necessary the same size.

For example, for k=1, we define an integer S¡ which satisfîes 0<S1<n, and apply a block
partition ¡s [{t) such that

Af!)çPsrxsr , AÍ|€ftsrxQr

A!1)=PQrxsr , AgeftQrxQ,

and X{r),B{t) € Rs'"r, Xt), Bt) € ftQrxr where, Qt=n-st

In recursive formula (RF-1)-(2.1.22), equation (a-1) defines a Q1+l RHS problem with
size S¡-by-St while equation (b-1) defines a linear sub system with size (n-S,)-by-(n-Sr).

After (a-1) has been solved for [Z{r),Y(r)], substitute those values into (b-l) to obtain a

new reduced sub linear system

(2.2.1)

where

(2.2.2)

AQ)XQ) - B(2)

A(2)= Al/)- ¡'tlZ0) € ftQrxQr

¡(2)=Xl)6p4,*t
gtz) - nf) - Al1)y(r) € RQr'r

20
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For k=2, we define an integer 52 which satisfies 0<S2 <(n-S1) and apply a block partition

1s tr(2) such that

In recursive formula (RF-2)-(2.1.22), after equation (a-2) has been solved for fZtz),Y{zt),

substitute these values into (b-2) to get another reduced linear sub system

AIl'e R"*"
A5'1e Ra'"t'

xÍt',Blt). Rt'*'

where

A(3) X(3) - B(3)

4(3) = A9- nqlZØ 6 p(n-S¡-sz)x(n-sr-sz)

¡(3) = Xi2) e 1¡(n-S¡-Sz)xl

g(3) = g? - egr)y(2) ç p(n-S,-sz)xr

AÍtl e Rt'.a'

Al? e Ra'*a'

xf',Bf'€ ftQ:xt

Repeat the above process until we have obtained a reduced linear sub system

where

A(m+l) X(m+1)-B(m+1)

A(m+r) = Al?) - Afi) 7<^l € RQ,xQ,

¡(m+l)=XP)€ftQ,xt
g(m+r) = Bf) - 6tilyrml e RQ,xr

e* = 1n - is*¡ >o
k=l

where QZ=n-st-sz

and

Assume equation (2.2.4) is solved fs¡ ¡(m+r) = XF), then from the recursive formula (RF-

m)-(2.I.22), ¡(m) - (x{m),¡lmr¡r can be found by equations (c-m) and (d-m). Again, from

the recursive formula (RF-(m-l)), x(m-r) can be found by equations (c-(m-l)) and (d-(m-

1)). Repeat this process of back-substitution, finally ¡(r) = (Xft),Xt))r is found by

equations (c-1) and (d-1) in the recursive formula (RF-1).Then problem(2.2.1) is solved.

In the above derivation, Si (i=1, ..., m) are any arbitrary fixed integers which satisfy

(2.2.5), for this reason we refer to the above method of solving a linear system (2.2.I) as

the general block partition (GBP) method. This process can be illustrated by a

binary tree. See Fig.2.2.la.

(2.2.3)

(2.2.4)

(2.2.s)
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¡7(1) y(1) ¡

x(1)= (xÍt), x(j)l

{'% *f)

¡zf) 
"rzt 

t
x(.)=x(Í)

Each of the systems S1, 52, ..., S. of Fig 2.2.1a would be solved by the same approach

and therefore will have a similar binary tree attached to it, which we have not shown. The

details ofthis process a¡e discussed in the next section.

The matrix pattern corresponding to the partition of Fig. 2.2.Ia is shown in Fig.2.2.lb

x(o)= xf)

\ x(^l= 
"!--t,

fFis.2.2.la)

v? Y(41

*(o+tl xP

[[sz 
* sz]

LI
rl

[[s'. 
s*l 

,.. ..,,]ll]

fFig.2.2.tb]
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$ 3. Strictly Symmetrical Partition (SSP)

In section 1, we regard a 2-by-2 matrix as the smallest matrix to which the recursive
formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22) can be applied. We referred to the solution found by applying a

recursive formula to a2-by-2linear sub system as the Unit Solution (US). In last section,
we just assumed that each linear sub system defined by the equation (a-k) in the recursive
formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22) was solved for [Z{k),ftk)], but we didn't describe the details of
how to solve these systems. In this section, we try to solve these systems by applying the
US to them as we did in the example of section 1. For this purpose we have to partition
each sub matrix with size S¡-by-S¡ into four blocks and to each of the diagonal blocks we

repeat this matrix partition process until all the diagonal sub blocks are partitioned inro 2-
by-2 sub matrices to which the operation US can be applied. The results of the process

depend on the choice of the subdivision in each case (i.e. the choice of s,, Sr, ..., s,). we
introduce a practical method which we call strictly symmetrical partition.

For any partition sf rn¿f¡b( {{r) ¡

arur - [aJ'¡' 
Af?l

Lntt agj

the partition applied to it is called a symmetric partition at level k if the size of e{';r

is equal to the size of af/. The symmetric partition at level k to the matrix Aar implies that

the four sub matrices at level k are square matrices of the same size.

A partition to matrix A is called a strictly symmetric partition (SSP) if it is
symmetrical at all levels. This implies that all sub matrices at all levels are square.

A(il

LevæI K+1

[Fig. 2.3.1]

LewI K
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I evel i+ I (T0P)

Level i

Level 2

Level 1

A general block partition (GBP) is a symmetric partition if n=2mr and S,=r¡, where, m, is

a positive integer. A further symmetric partition can be applied to these two sub blocks at a

deeper level if mr=2m2. Obviously, a matrix can be partitioned into strictly symmetrical

blocks right down to2-by-2's only if its size n=2i.

For example, when n=23=8, the SSP to this matrix has the form below.

lFie.2.3.2l

Leveï 2

Lewl I

lFis.2.3.2l
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$ 4. The SSP Method for Solving a Linear System

Consider problem (2.2.I) with the assumption that n= 2i where the integer i>t, the SSp
applied to matrix A gives forms below.

Leræl i- I

The matrix is partitioned into the form

o = [''.'' ¡z'21]'""'-' 
-

L [2x2] ¡z*,11,,.,.,,.,

lFig.2.4.Ial

As we discussed in section 1 the recursive block partition method is composed of two
sequential steps, the flrst step is matrix partition and the second step is the computation for
solving a system. In this section we shall establish an algorithm for the SSP method, and

illustrate the method with an example.

[Fig. 2.4.1b]
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fe¡ [-[ir)be a 16-by-16 matrix and B=B<rl is a length l6 vector, that is, A(r)€ Rr6*r6 and

B(r)eRr6*r. To partition A into SSP blocks we divide A into 4 blocks of size 8-by-8.
Correspondingly X and B are divided into two blocks, each of length 8. Fig 2.4.2 shows

the matrix pattern and binary tree for the flrst degree partition of A and B.

[Ao).8(')l=[ [nfl):8x8] [el?:8*s] tB{'r;3x11 In L [et'1:8 * 8] tnt?:8 x 8l tB!): 8 811 )te*n

fFig.2.4.2al

Corresponding to the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22) for k=l, partition shown in Fig
2.4.2 deftnes two multiple RHS linear sub systems, that is

AÍ1)[z('), yttt] = [eÍl BÍ')]

Ag - tL',) Z())Xtr = BÍ) - Atlr Y<tr

The equation (a-1) is a multiple RHS problem which we denote in a simple notation by

fFig.2.a.2bl

where A(2) = A{!r, ¡tzr = [z(t),y(r)] and B(2) = [e{},n{'l]. L means the system is on the left

branch from the ¡sds d(t)' We use a similar notation to denote equation 0-1) by

A(2) X(2) =B(2)

where ¡(2) = A9- AtlZ(), ¡(z) - Xt) and 3(z) - gf )- etl)y(r). R means the system is on

the right branch from the node A(r).

R: A(2) X(2) =B(2)

(a-1)

(b-1)

(2.4.2a)

26
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Equations (2.4.2a) and (2.4.2b) form a new matrix pattern like this:

rA,Br =l[l*i' :-:],tl;^,,",,;,, rïî,,,,,.,1]

lFig.2.4.2cl

Our purpose is to partition [{r) i¡ts sub matrices of sizes 2-by-2,therefore doing

symmetric partition gives

l[[ff; :1:i]ni:ï1ll [il;r ', t:i)

L "!1 
:8*' 

[[[ru,ïi]liß,,1:1ll [i[]:i-ll]

lFig.2.4.3al

d"

a further

f2ì
R:A ,

RR:a(t)Rt:a(t)

L..d')

lFie 2.4.3b1

tR :a(t)u.:a(t)
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Corresponding to the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2. 1.22) for k=2, equarions (2.4.2a) and
(2.4.2b) respectively define two multiple RHS linear sub systems. We denote those
systems generated from equation (2.4.2a) by

and

where 4(3) = Al]), ¡€l =fzØ,y(z)f, B(3) = Í¡¡l?,s\Ðl

where 4{:) - Atr)- Atlz<zt, ¡(3) = ¡!z), 3{:) =Bt) - nfìy(,)

'We 
also denote those systems generated from equation Q.a.Zb) by

A(3) X(3) =B(3)

LR: A(3) X(3) =B(3)

and

RR: A(3)X(3) =B(3) (2.4.3d)

where 4(3)= Atr)- Afr)7tzt,X(3)-Xl2), 3<:r =Bf)- Aflyz)

Now a new matrix pattern is formed by equations (2.4.3a) to (2.4.3d). The designations

LL, LR, RL, and RR indicate the path from node A(r) to [(:) ¿s shown in Fig 2.4.3b.

[[tt:e"':a*a] [LL: B('):4*13 fl

lo.rl=l Qll':a*+7 [LR:A"':a*a] [LR: B(3):4*9 fl
L- -'-r 

I [RL:A(" :a* a] [RL : þ(3): 4 * 5 f 
I

L (41':8*8) Ø)i':a*+¡ [RR:A"" 4"4f [B"':+*l]J,u.,,

Fis 2.a3cl

where 4{l) = 4{]), ¡(3) = fz{z),y(z)1,9{:) - ltl2),g1zt1

A(3) X(3) =B(3)

(2.4.3a)

(2.4.3b)

A further symmetric partition can be done to sub matrice5 [(3), this produces eight 2-by-2
sub matrices. With the definitions that
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for the systems on the left branches of the binary tree from ¡sflss d(:)

and that

4(a) = 4f|, ¡ral - [Z{:),yts)1, B(4) = [ef3/,Sf3)]

for the systems on the right branches of the binary tree from nodes A(3) , we obtain eight}-
by-2 multiple RHS linear systems with the same form

A(4) = Af) - Afì Z<t>,¡(a) = Xt3), gt+r = B!r) - At3)y(3)

where tllltl is LLL, LLR, LRL, LRR, RLL, RLR, RRL or RRR and indicares the path as

shown in Fig 2.4.4.

The process of forming equation (2.4.4) is based on the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22)
with k=3. Fi92.4.4 shows a whole picture of the SSP applied to a 16-by-16 matrix.

[[t] A(4) X(4) -B(4)

(2.4.4a)

(2.4.4b)

(2.4.s)
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dt)x(2 3(r)

4*13

16*1

,4')x('L B(')

2*15

d')x(2

2*t3 2*l\

The Strictly Symmetric Partition to a Matrix with Size 16-by-16
L: Left Branch relatively to the upper level top

R: Right Branch relatively to the upper level top
Numbers beside the nodes represent the sizes of the multiple RHS linea¡ sub systems.

lFig 2.4.a1

Rt

B(')

So fa¡ we have partitioned the matrix A into eight 2-by-2 sub matrices which produce eight

2-by-2 multiple RHS linear systems. The next step is to solve the sub systems, this will
involves thee types of computations defined in Section2,thatis, the Unit Solution (US),

the TRANSFER and the BACKWARD. Referring to the binary tree the computation goes

from the bottom to the top and from the left to the right.

We start computation with the frst 2-by-2 sub system, that is

4*5

2*9 ?*7

A(*) Xt*l_ d*l

2*5 2*3

IIT-:

where A(+) is 2-by-2 and B(4) is 2-by-15. They are defined by (2.4.4a).

?*l

A(4) X(4) = l(a)
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If Ar¿l is non singular [i+) ç¿¡ be solved by applying the operation US to equation
(2.4.4a), then operation TRANSFER will 'send'it to the right branch to form a new Z-by-
2 sub system which we denoted by

where A(4) is 2-by-2 ¿¡¡d þ{+) is 2-by-13, defined by e.a.a]Ð.

LLR:

Again, if A(4) is non singular, [ta) -¡f) can be simply solved by applying the US to
(2.4.5b), after that the operation BACKWARD will compute XfÐ and then
¡t:r=(X{3), ¡l:)¡r is found. According to the definition of X(3) in equation (2.4.3a), X(3)

=fZØ, y<zrl which gives the solution of LL. Then we substitute it into equation (b-2) of
the recursive formula (RF-2) and obtain a new 4-by-4linear sub system which defines the

equation (2.4.3b), that is

A(4) X(4) = fl(a)

It is partitioned into two 2-by-2 sub system denoted by

LR:

LRL:

LRR:

Solving the equations (2.4.5c) and (2.4.5d) is the same as solving equations (2.4.5a) and
(2.4.5b), After this is done, carrying out two sequential operations BACKWARD will fînd
X(3) for LF-(2.4.3b) and XØ=fZo, Y(r)l for L Q.a.2a). Then we have solved the sub

systems on the left branch from the node A(r). 'We do an operation TRANSFER with
respect to the equation (b-1) in the recursive formula (RF-l) to form the 8-by-8 sub system

defined by R Q.a.Zb). The process of solving equation (2.4.2b) is the exactly same as that

of solving (2.4.2a). Repeat what we did in above X(2) will be solved for (2.4.2b) and then

we do an operation BACKWARD defined by the (d-1) in (RF-k)-(2.1.22) to compure

X(r), the final solution of the original linear system. Fig2.4.5 shows the detail of this
process.

A(3) X(3) =B(3)

(2.4.sb)

A(4) X(4) = l(a)

A(4) X(4) = þ(+)

(2.4.5c)

(2.4.sd)
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US: the Unit Solution. T: Transfer. B: Backwa¡d. Sub-ST n: Sub-stafing point n

fFig.2.a.5]

Sub-ST 1

The following matrix pattern shows the all diagonal 2-by-2 sub matrices involved in L-R
coding system

Sub-ST

lllll
ILLRI

[=

From the above example we have some points to sum up

ILRLI

ILRRI

IRLLI

IRLRI

tRRLI

IRRRI
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1) There is no computation involved in partitioning the matrix. The SSP partitions a

matrix level by level until all sub matrices are 2-by-2 blocks. This is guaranteed by the
assumption that the order of original matrix n=2i. Therefore the SSP applied to a matrix is
like a mesh generated level by level until it covers all of the 2-by-2 diagonal sub

matrices. We show this process for the above example inFig.2.4.6

16*16

4*4

8xg

4*4

4*4

Assume that at the kú step of the partition we have the following matrices forms :

2*2

+

8x8

", = lîil ll.l].*o',.o',

4*4

2*2

the recursive process of partitioning the sub-matrix AG) into [G+t) is shown below:

->

z*2

lFis.2.a.6l

2*2

ztQ

, BG)

z*2

=l:þ], X'l =[iË]

2*2

2*2
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where, {(t)=,{ and the affows represent the direction of matrix partition, and where,

A(k) x(k) = þ(k)

l. [(t+t) X(k+l) = B(k+l)

L: A(k*r) = AÍ1,

a*+r) = [Zc),yG)]

sß+r) - [eÍ?,sl*,]

The matrix patterns have the following forms

p. 6(x+t)

[A'ur,B'ur1= lil;

R. A(k+l) XG+l) = B(k+l)

2) For a given matrix A of order n=Zm, the number of the 2-by-2 diagonal sub

matrices is equal to2m-r.Therefore the process of partitioning matrix A into strictly

symmetric blocks from size 2m -by -2m to size 2-by-2 can be also substituted by integrating

the diagonal sub matrices from size 2-by-2 to size 2n -by -2m. This process goes contrary

to the direction of the Fig2.4.6. For better understanding we shown it in Fig 2.4.7.

(2.4.6.b )

Al?

^9

R:A(k*r)=Ay)-Afl7<xt

¡(k+r) = Xtu,

3G+1)_ Bt*'_ e!?yn,

BÍol-[[L'A'u*"] [ l' B(k+r) ]l
Bt-,1 'L[ At\, ] [*. A(k+')][R,e,o.',]_l

ÁL):z* z

14*14

Á4 , 4*4

->
t2* 12
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.dt)'8*8

The recursive process of integrating sub-matrisss {(t) in¡e [0<+t) is shown below:

8*8

+ .44)=A:16 * 16

lFis.2.a.7l

where, A(*)-A and the affows represent the direction of matrix integration, and where,

AG+l) X(k+l) = þ(k+l)

L: Arnl X(k) = B(k)

AÍÏ.t' =L: AG)

[Z(t*r), 
y(k*'r]=¡ . ¡cr

[Af!.',,e1*.')]= ¡ . ger

L: A(*)

^(k+1)11

The matrix patterns have the following forms,

[A,B]= 
[[on'],r",.r" 

lttt]] ,

R, A(n)

R. A(k) X(k) - B(k)

[[[oÍT."=L'A'*'] [ e1}." ]l
lLt A$*tr ] [e$."=n'Rt*']112r,,¡x12k*,¡

L
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AtIt, - R: A(*) = At!.t, - 6(k+t)7(k+r)

¡f*t) -B . ¡tr.r

B!t+t¡ - R : BG)- Bft+tl - 4!t +tly<r+t¡

(2.4.6c)
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'We 
use the matrix integration scheme shown by (2.4.6c) in practical computation. There is

no essential deference between the matrix partition and integration except to the orders of
iterate number of the sub matrices. The matrix partition scheme defines the original matrix
A-A(l) in the meantime the matrix integration scheme defines A(l) equal to the firstZ-by-Z
sub matrix on diagonal of A.

V/e have demonstrated the process of solving a linear system (2.4.1) by the SSP method in
above, before we describe the algorithm for the SSP method we first analyze the
relationship between the three basic operations US, TRANSFER and BACKV/ARD.

A computation process always starts from operation US, after that operations TRANSFER
and BACKWARD could follow, and then these three operations are used repeatedly until
the process is finally ended at the operation BACKV/ARD. The following figure shows
this relationship.

at level 1

@_>
on left corner

on right branch

Left and right branch and level refer to the binary tree

lFie.2.a.8l

Now we describe algorithms for the three operations by Matlab language.

1) US

on right branch

Unit Solution (US)

According to the definition the operation US is the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22)
applied to the solution of aZ-by-2linea¡ system

A(k) xG) = þ(k)

on left branch

top level

>@
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where A(k)€ R2x2, B(k)e R,*., for some integer m>0

The matrix pattern corresponding to this case has the form of

Algorithm 2.4.1

[An',

function [A,B]=Y5
1o if R{\r=g then stop the computation, otherwise compute

z@(1,1) = Af?/eÍ\)
Y(k)(1,1:m) = B(k)(1,1: m)/AÍ1

",,,= | tîti îlî1,.,

2o if tH - afJz<ut-g then stop the computation, otherwise compute

Xß)(2, 1 : m) - qgtr)12, 1 : m) - At\)"tt)(1, 1 : m))/(A!? - Ayl Z(k) 0,1))
*ir)(1,1 : m) - Y(k)(1,1 : m) -Z@(I,1) x ¡tkl (2,1: m)

lFis.2.a.9)

[li:J,.*]""

2)

In general, the operation TRANSFER deals with the matrix with form shown in Fig 2.4.9,
and with Aflf)eR'.',4{peR'.r,Al!çp'.',4!?a¡¡s*s,g{k)€R'*, and n!z)€R,*,, integers

r+s+t ( n. For SSP method, r=s. The recursive formula for TRANSFER is

4G+r) - A9 - n*lZ@ ând gG+t¡ = Bt*) - R5?yft)

Where 2(k) E pr*s and yG) e R'*t.

Algonthm2.4.2

function [4,81=1R'Iq¡SFER

TRANSFER

Aß+r)(1 : s,l: s) = A9(1 : s,1:s)-Al?(1 : s,1: r) x7<k)(l: r,1:s)
U<t<+t)(l :s,l: t) - 

"tu(l 
: s,l: t)-Al\)(1 : s,l: r)xy{k)(l : r,l: t)
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We use the symbol TRANSFER(r+s) to represent the operation

applied between matrices Afl¡) with order r and el? with order s.

always like TRANSFER (r-+r).

3) BACKWARD

The recursive formula for BACKWARD is

X,G) = y(t<)- Z@Xy)

Xr(**') - X (k) 
= (XÍn),ylkr)rlfor the matrix integration given by

where, accord with the pattern of matrix shown
Xtk) E ¡1'*t, Xlk) E ps*t, 2(k) E pr*s , y(k) ç ¡¡r*t.

Algorithm 2.4.3

fu nction [4,81=346KWARD

We use the symbol BACKWARD(k-+k+1) to represent the operation BACKWARD
which is done from level k to level k+l referring to the binary tree.

Based on the th¡ee basic operations we describe the SSP algorithm by the flow chart in Fig
2.4.10. The codes written both in Matlab and FORTRAN a¡e affached in appendix.

Consider problem

A(r) x(l) = þ(l)

where A(l) e Rn'n, 3(l) ç pnxl and n=2'
The Strictly Symmetric Partition (SSP) algorithm applied to the above problem is given

below.

XG)(l : r,1: t) = Yft)(l :r,1 :ù-Z@(I: r,l: s)x¡{r)(r+1: s,l:t)

TRANSFER which is
For SSP method it is

Q.a.6c))

in Fig 2.4.9,
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The Strictly Symmetric Partition (SSP) Algorirhm

i=1; LR(l rlrr)=r'1tt

Unil Solution(US)

BACKWARD(i+i+1)

i= i+l

Subtop: Orders of the sub matrices, m: constant equal to 20,
LR(l:m): indicators of the left and right branches of the binary tree, "L":left, "R,':right.
Rowpnt and Colpnt: the points of row and column of the first entry in the matrix A(1)

[Fig. 2.4.10]

TRAI'{SFER(Z|+ZL)

LR(i¡="P"'m=i-l
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S 5. The Left Strictly Symmetric Partition

So far we have demonstrated a process of solving a linear system (2.2.I) by applying a

SSP method to it. The assumption for this algorithm is that the order of matrix A equals to

2i, where i is a fixed positive integer and that A is non-singular. Obviously this is a very
strict condition. Even in the case of a 3-by-3 linear system the SSP method will break
down because a3-by-3 matrix can not be partitioned into strictly symmetric blocks.

In order to make the SSP method applicable to any size linear system we have to extend the

method for a general case. This is the purpose of this section. We firstly introduce a

concept called the left strictly symmetric partition which is illustrated by the following
example.

For a matrix with size 15-by-15, a general block partition applied to it can give the forms

shown in Fig 2.5.2 andFig2.5.3. The recursive formula for each level partition is given

by

on, = [eÍT' Af?l

LAt\) At?J
¡ (k+r) _ f otP for left branch

r rr' ' - I ot?=o'il- oïlt'o' for right branch
(2.s.r)

lFie.2.s.2l
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[[ef'P:8*s]
I l-[ef1):4*4]4(t)-l A<a= l''^o,_ [tef?:zxl]L L 

4,,,= t o,o,_

Although the partition is not a strictly symmetric partition, the size of each node on the left
branch can be always expressed as 2i for some i. In other words the SSP is always

available to the left branch at each level (not including the top) of the binary tree. Because

of this characteristic of the partition we have the following definition.

Definition A general block partition applied to a matrix A is called the left strictly
symmetric partition if the left branches at each level of the binary tree are partitioned

into strictly symmetric blocks. We denote this partition by LSSP.

The LSSP is always applicable to a matrix with arbitrary size n. This is guaranteed by the

fact that for any fixed integer rÈ2, there exists decomposition

[Fig. 2.5.3]

[a{jr:1-rr]l

where 1¡, ) fflz ) "'IItt-r > ¡¡, >0 and

I =Q if n is an odd number,i.e. n=2k+1

' I *0 if n is an even number, ie.n=2k

n=2^'+2^, +...+2^'

Set

Sj =2',, Q, = I2', = IS,
i=l+j i=l+j

for j=1,".,t-l wehave

J

Q¡=Q¡-r-Sj=n-åt'
S¡àQ¡

(2.s.2)

(i=1, ..., (t-1) ) (2.5.4)

(2.s.3)

41
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For j-l, S, à Q, . This implies that the first block on the left branch is the biggest block in
the all blocks. If we refer to the number of levels included in a binary as the height of the

tree, then for LSSP the height equals to m,+1. The following example shows that a 5-by-
5 matrix which is partitioned into LSS blocks has the height equal to 3

lercl 3(Top)

levet 2

leiæl 1

fFig.2.s.a]
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$ 6. The LSSP Method for Solving a Linear System

'We 
have established the algorithm for the SSP method applied to the solution of a linear

system, in this section we shall establish the algorithm for the LSSP method. The benefit of
partitioning a matrix into LSS blocks is that the LSSP algorithm can be readily established
by a minor modifications of the SSP algorithm or, in another word, by extending the SSp
algorithm to a general case. Consider the problem (2.2.1) to which the LSSP algorithm is
applied. Like the SSP algorithm the LSSP algorithm is also composed of two steps. The
flrst step is to partition matrix A into LSS blocks. This actually involves the decomposition
of order n in the form given by (2.5.2).It produces the binary tree and matrix pattern

shown in Fig 2.5.4. The algorithm for this partition is actually to generate nodes 2'j (i=1,
... t ) with corresponding Q defined by (2.5.Q and to store them in two Íuïays Ltop(1:m)
and Rtop(1:m). It is described below.

Algorithm 2.6.1

Start with Top=n, k=1, Ltop(1:m)=B1ep(1:m)=Q, s-g

[4,B1=¡55P1(n)

1o If n<2 then set Ltop(k)=n and return

2" Set Top=int(Top/2),c=c+1

3o if Top>l then goto 2o

4o 1) Set Ltop(k)=2c

2)

3)

5o if Top >1 then goto 2"

60 refurn

if k=1 then Rtop(k)=n-Ltop(k)

else Rtop(k)=Rtop(k- I )-Ltop(k)
Top=P¡6p1k), c=0, k=k+1

where, m is a constant which depends on the height of the binary tree shown in Fig 2.5.4a.

In practical computation we set m=20 which corresponds to a matrix with order n-220 (-
1048576). This number is big enough and could be regarded as the upper bound of the set

of heights formed by the all heights of binary trees generated by the LSSP merhod.
Ltop(l:m) and Rtop(l:m) are arrays respectively used to store the left block sizes S,and

rightblocksizes Q, 0=1, ..., t-1).
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The second step for LSSP algorithm is to solve each of the sub systems sequentially by the
SSP method. At this stage the matrix pattern in Fig 2.5.4bbecomes

[et"1

[A,81=

I n"', S, x (e, + 1)

[e,, ] t B('): s, x (e2 + t) l

[[ou " I [3u-":s,-, x(e,-, +r)]l

L I ,At'l) I [s':s,xr]l

Algoritbm2.6.2

fu nction [A,B ]=LSSP2( [A,B])

1" for k=1, ..., t

a) Solve sub systemr 4{r)¡(r) = þ(k) for X(k)by the SSp algorithm

b) Do operation(s) TRANSFER from left branch with order g¡ to
right branch with order Qk, that is, TRANSFER(Sn -+ en)

2' for k= I, ..., t

[Fig. 2.6.1]

The Fig. 2.6.2 shows the process of solving a system by the above algorithm. It shows

that the LSSP method is a special case of the general block partition methods shown

in Fig. 2.2.1.

Do operation(s) BACKWARD from level K to level K-1, thar is,

BACKWARD (K+K-l)
Return

x(n+l )
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The Left Strictly Symmetric Partition (LSSP) Algorirhm

S¡ and Q¡ are definedby (2.5.a)

fFig.2.6.2]

Solve tÏæ 1-by.l s>õem

PanitionmÂtix inb LSSP blocks
thÂtis w-2mL* ... +fl

Solve each sub sysæm with ord.er

zmk by SSP method

ÏRAI'{SFER( St + Qr )
k=k+ 1

Do operatiorrs B ACKttrARD

fFis.2.6.31
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'We show the details of the process of solving a linear system by the LSSP method through
the following example.

Example 6.1 Consider a 5-by-5 linear system

where,

The exact solution to the problem is X(r)=(1,1 ,2,2,1)r. The LSSP decomposition for order

5 is 5= 4+1, which produces the LSSP binary tree and matrix pattern with form

A (r) x(r)= l(r)

4(l) -

12345
21354
3216 4

43415
54321

-li)

and

(2.6.1)

where,

IAt",

lFie.2.6.al

^"=[i 
I

nfl) =lzz,zz,

'.',=lÎii iß

i|^,, 1l]

zl,zzl' , BÍr)=20

BÍ"I
Bi'l

, elf =[s 4 3 z], At)=I,
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This partition corresponds to the recursive formula (RF-1) given by (2.1.4). The first srep

is to solve the multiple RHS linear sub system

where 4(2) = A{1) E p+-+, x(2) = [z{t),y{t)1€ R4*2, g{z) = [¡{!),g{r)] e pa'2by the ssp method,

which gives the solution

".,='^{-d íj] 
, ie '"'='^{ii] ' ""=,^.[ï]

4(2)¡(2) = g(2)

The second step is to do an operation TRANSFER(4+l) to form a new sub system
which we still denote by

4(2)¡(2) = g(2)

where A(2) - ¡^f) - nNrtT(r), B(2) - Bt) - At?y(r), ¿nd ¡(z) - Xf)
The computation of the TRANSFER(4 + 1) gives d(2)=þ(2)=-156/34.

'.' 4tz) * 0, then ¡(2) = xt) - BQ) / AØ - I

The third step is to do the operation BACKWARD which defined by equation (c-1) in the

recursive formula (RF-1) The computation gives

¡{t)=y1r¡-7tt)yN)=f1 t 2 2l'

The fourth step is to form X(') by equation (d-1) in (RF-1), that is

x(r)=[x{r), xyr]r=[r t 2 2 1]'

It is the correct solution. The computation process can be expressed by the following
binary tree.

(2.6.2)

(2.6.3)
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t....T: lz0l,y(t)]

Finally, we stress the point that the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22) is the kernel of the

recursive block methods applied to the solution of a linear system. Based on it, different
methods are developed corresponding to the different partition to matrix A. The SSP and

LSSP methods are only two special cases of the general block partition method. The SSP

method is recursively established on the operation US . The advantage that the SSP method

offers to us is that it is not necessary to introduce an extra work space to store the nodes of
the binary tree because of the symmetric structure of the matrix partition (or integration).

The LSSP method is based on the SSP method, for this reason it requires relatively small

extra memory for the storage of the LSSP nodes. In practical computation we use two

arrays of length 20 to store the LSSP nodes.

--__l
T: TRANSFER B: BACKWARD

[Fig. 2.6.5]

x(1)= t xltlxlt)]

US
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$ 7. Controlling the Stability of the Algorithm

The operation US is the kernel part of the LSSP algorithm. It is a special case of the

recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.I.22) applied to a 2-by-2linea¡ system with multiple RHS

vectors. The formula for the US has the form

A{\)[ztr),yrr)] = [Af?,Bfk)] (a - k)
(tB - tflz<kt)xfi - e!tc) - Aflytrr O - k)

Xl*) = Y(t) - 20<)¡lt<) (c - k)
¡(t<) - (X{k),¡lt r¡r (d _ k)

where AÍf) (ij=1,2) are numbers.

We described the algorithm of the US in section 4, where we noted that the SSP algorithm

breaks down when Afr¡r=O or (n9 - Aflz<nÌ-O. In order to avoid this case we have to use

a strategy called partial pivoting. In this section we discuss this strategy and give a

modifïed algorithm of the US.

The first step for the LSSP algorithm to solve the linear system (2.2.1) is to solve the first

2-by-2 multiple RHS problem which we denote by

A(r) x(r) -B(r)

by applying the operation US to it.

where 
",,,= [l;,, îß]. R2'2, x., = liil *o 

",,,= [

rA Br= llîil îül:i]l]"*". 
,L

Bis2.7.rl

(2.7.1)

The formula of the US corresponding to this case has the form (2.7.1) with k=1. For
convenience we denote B!'),8!) € Rrx(n-r) by

;i]]. P2x(n-r) and

(2.7.2)
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BÍ') = [eÍ,],eÍ'?,...,ef',].,,] i=|,2

where AÍ? (i = 1,2, p = 3,...,D * 1) are numbers.

The pivoting involved in the operation US for solving (2.7.2) is column pivoting for AÍ1)
and A!'/. The pivoting for AÍ1) is stared as the following three sreps

1' Search for s e {1,2,...,n} such rhat lnÍ']l= -*Cln[']ll

Note that eÍ'l.t (i =I,2) are elements of the right hand side vector B, therefore pivoting
should exclude them.

2' As soon as AÍ'] is found, interchange the columns s and 1, i.e.
AÍ1'* eÍi'fi=1,"',n). In this case an extra vector with size n should be introduced to

store the changes of column indices in [A,B]. This is because column pivoting changes the
order of the unknowns.

3' If 4tl)=0, the original matrix A is singular and then stop the computation process.

Otherwise fZØ,Yo)l can be readily found through the formula (a-k) in (2.7.1) for k=1,
that is, [Z{t),y{tr1=[a{l,nftr]/a1|. '¡¡rn the equation (b-k) in (2.7.1) for k=1 defines a

new linear system

¡!]) x!], - Bt,

where Al) = A9 - AllTrtt and Bf) - Bt,- A!'1ytt'.

V/e will show in section 8 that the above computation (

of eliminating the entry e!|. Therefore we can think of

rA,Br=l[; ;l;,]l
I frn' same) . I

L '.Jnx(n+l)

lFis2.7.2)

i.e. (a-1) and @-1)) has the effect
Fig2.7.l as

(2.7.3)
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The pivoting for element At'/ is also accomplished by switching columns. Similarly to the

above we describe it in three steps.

1' Search for t e {2,...,n} such that lAill= **fle!'lll

2" Interchange columns t and 2, i.e. Afl) ê AÍj) (i = 1,...,n) and store the changes of

column indices in the ordering vector.

3" If 4t'/=9, the original matrix A is singular. Then stop the computation process.

Otherwise solve the system (2.7.3) by computing X!) = gt')¡e!']. en¿ Xlr) can be

computed by the formula (C-k) in (2.7 .1) for k=l. Then (2.7 .2) is solved for X(r).

The second step for the LSSP algorithm to solve the linear system (2.2.1) is to do an

operation TRANSFER (2+2) to form a new Z-by-2linear system which we denote by

where Ã(r) € R2'2 is the second 2-by-2 diagonal sub matrix in [A,B] and É(') . B2x(n-3).

Ã(t) i(r) = frrrl

We will ¡

the effect

[R,n1=

show

t ofel
w in the sec

eliminating

L,'

L 8 that

block

secttion

the'

(2.7.4)

[A,n1=

SFER (2+2) has

3as
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Similarly to system (2.7.3), the sub system (2.7.4) is solved with column pivoting. In
general, assume that the computation has been carried out up to kth step and that a sub

system

is obtained with the matrix pattern (which will be shown in section 8) below

A(k) x(k) = þ(k)

Where, Al*' . R andBfk) € Rr** (i,j=I,2) for some integer m>0.

For convenience we denote BÍ*' ¡y

[A,81=

0

0

* ... *

[e{T) Af?l lefu)l

Lol, otl,l lupJ
(The same)

fFis. 2.7.5]

BÍu, = [oÍ?,..., AÍ*1,.r]

where AÍ? (i =I,2, p = 3,...,ffi* 2) arenumbers.

The column pivoting for Al\) is stated as the following three steps:

1" Search for s e {1,2,...,m+1} such that lAÍ?l=,iffÍ,lAf-Jl)

(2.7.s)

2' Interchange the columns of Al|andAf!), i.e. A||)<+ A||) (i = 1,...,n) and record the

changes of column indices.

3' If 4f\r=0, then the original matrix A is singular and then stop the computation process.

Otherwise find [Zttr, YG)] by (a-k) in (2.7.1), that is, [Z{r),y{t)1= [e{l,n{kr]/a1t¡r. 1¡"n ,n"

equation (b-k) in (2.7.1) defines a new linear system

x(n+l)

i =I,2
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where Af) = At? - A$t7<ut

We will show in section 8

of eliminating the element

At? xt-' - Btu'

and Bf)= Bt*'- Alk/Yirt

that the above computation ( i.e. (a-k) and (b-k)) has the effect
R!f). fnen Fig2.7.5 becomes

fFis. 2.7.6]

The pivoting for Al? can be similarly described as

[A,81=

* ... *
0

; t; ;l t;l

l" Search for t e {2,.,,^+ t} such ttrat lef]l= ri3åÍ,lAi-lþ

2" Interchange the columns of A!?andA!! i.e. AÍI,*AÍ},(i=1,...,n) and store the

changes of column indices in the introduced vector with size n.

3' If 4tl=0, the original matrix A is singular. Then stop the computation process.

Otherwise solve the system (2.7.6) simply by computing X!k) = nf)lAg. And Xlk) can be

computed by the formula (C-k) in (2.7.1). Then (2.7.5) is solved fs¡ f,tt).

The column pivoting applied to the LSSP algorithm is always successful if the original
matrix is non-singular. This is because that the operation TRANSFER does not change the

non-singular characteristic of the matrix. We will show this claim is true in next section by
a theoretical analysis of the recursive block algorithm. A row pivoting is not applicable to
the LSSP algorithm because the operation TRANSFER usually affects some parts of the

original matrix. These parts do not contain all the rows of the matrix but contain all of the

columns required for pivoting. For example, as shown in Fig 2.7 .3 and Fig 2.7 .4, only
two rows of the matrix [A,B], that is the two rows of [Ãt"][nttt1, are affecred after the

(2.7.6)

(The same)
x(n+l )
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operation TRANSFER(2+2) is done. e!.1 is eliminated by the TRANSFER(2-+2).

Therefore the columns remained in the rows 3 and 4 of [A,B] contain the all effective

columns required for pivoting . Therefore column pivoting is used.

Assume that the computation has been carried out up to the kú step and an array Index(l:n)
is defined and initialized (that is Index(i)=i for i=1, ... , n) at the beginning of the

computation. Set A(1:n,1:n+1)=[A,B] and assume that the index of row (or column) of
Alf) in [A,B] (Fig 2.7.5) is PT. The modified algorithm of the US with the column

pivoting is described below:

Algorithm 2.7.1

tunction [A]=US(A)

1" Pivoting for Al!) (i.e. A(PT,PT)):

a) Search for s e {tt,...,n} such that lalef,et + s)l = -nu*"lAqPT,k¡l

b) Interchange columns PT and PT+s in both A and Index

c) If AI?=0 (i.e. A(PT,PT)=0), then A is singular. Stop.

2" Compute

z$) = alflnff +AÍ? and Y(k) = g!*)lAÍT) +Btu), rhar is

A(PT,PT+1 :n+I )=d(pT,PT+ I :n+1)/A(PT,PT)

3" Compute

A9 - A\lz<t^t + At? and B!k) - Alfvtrt +Bt*), that is,

A(PT+ 1,PT+ I :n+ 1 )=tr(PT+ 1,PT+ I :n+ I )-A(PT+ 1,PT)*A(PT,PT+ 1 :n+ I )
4" Pivoting for A!! ( i.e. for A(PT+1,PT+1)):

b) Interchange columns PT+l and PT+t in both A and Index

c) If A!!=0 (i.e. A(PT+I,PT+1)=0), then A is singular. Stop.

5" Compute:

a) xt*) = Bt*' / Afl -> Bf), that is

A(PT+ I,PT+2 :n+ I )=A(PT+ I,PT+2 : n+ 1 )/A(PT+ 1,PT+ 1 )
b) xÍÐ = Y(k) -z@ x@ + BÍ*), that is

A(PT,PT+2:n+ 1 )={(p1,PT+2:n+ 1 )-A(PT,PT+ 1 )*A(PT+ 1,PT+2:n+ 1 )
Retum

a) Search for t e {ff * 1,...,n} such that lefgf + 1,PT + Ðl = 
"r11g1.,14(PT,k)l
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$ 8. Theoretical Analysis of the Recursive Block Method

In this section we shall analyze the ¡ecursive block method in theory. We try to understand

better the process of solving a linear system by the SSP and LSSP methods. Again we start

our discussion with the operation US, the basis of the recursive block method.

S 8.1 The Unit Solution (US)

The problem we consider in this section is still given by (2.2.1). Assume that after kù step

computation a matrix pattern is obtained as shown inFig.2.7.5. The formula of the US is
given by equations (2.7 .1). Because of the column pivoting we can be sure that if A is non-
singular then AÍ| + 0. Z(k) and Y(k) can be readily found by solving equation (a-k) in
(2.7.1), which gives

Substituting (2.8.1) into equation (b-k) and (c-k) in (2.7.1) gives

(At? - al?(eÍi))-'eli)lxl-, = B!*)- a5\)1aJ?)'' Blu)

and

XÍk) = (eÍ1).'nl*)- (atïr) 'eli)x$)

5"¡ f(r)= -el?(ef?)-r and consrruct a marrix of the form

t-l I
N(u)= 

fl<ur ,)r."

7o.) - (eÍir) 'el?, vn,= (a15r)''nlu).

then equations (2.8.2) and (2.8.3) can be expressed as

or simply as

I,i, ltîil îßltill=[,1., lt;il

(2.8.1)

¡{r,[6{x,, 
",-,]=[r1-, ,][[ru ffi] t:ïl]

(2.8.2)

(2.8.3)

(2.8.4)
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where Ãt,9 = e!? * tt*'eÍ?, Éf' = B!*' + Lt*)BÍn)

N(k) is a lower triangular matrix with det(N(r))=I. Set i(k)= (N(k))-r. It is easy to prove

that i(k)is also a lower triangular matrix. Then (2.8.6) can be written as

[[aÍi) AÍ?l
=LL o Ãtil

where ñG)= [[tt iii] täi-f]] 
is a generarized upper triangurar. rhererore (2.8.7) is

the LU factorization of [A(k),B(k)]. In other words, the operation US is actually the

Gaussian elimination method applied to a 2-by-2 multiple right hand side linear system.

äirll

$ 8.2 The SSP Method

[4n,, Bn,]= Lft)É(k)

The SSP algorithm is recursively established using the operations US, TRANSFER and

BACKV/ARD and based on the assumption that the size of a linear system is 2-, for some

integer rrÈ1. The following analysis is based on the computation sequence of the three

operations shown in Fig. 2.4.8. As we did before we partition the augmented matrix

[A,B] into SSP blocks, that gives

(2.8.6)

,^,",=l

[2* 2] 
I

lz*rllr.-,.r*, 
l[z* z]

t

(2.8.7)

At each step, matrix partition for any size of blocks is given by form

B
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where, A(k) has the size of Zk-by-2k and Af|.) (i j = 1,2) have sizes Z ß-D -by- Z lo"-t)

This form corresponds to the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22). We denote the first 2-
by-2 sub system on the diagonal of the augmented matrix [A,B] by

A(r) x(r)_B(r) (2.g.g)

where 4(r) E p2*2, B(r) € p2*(n-r). The matrix pattern for this case is

ra,u, 
",-,r= liil] î;1 :i-r]

rA,Br= 
[[ 

."i_]; I :i,"]:::_,1]".,".,,

As we analyzed in above, solving (2.8.8) by the operation US is the same as Gaussian
elimination. Similarly to (2.8.4) we set

[e,,, ",',]=[ll] :ß:il

and construct matrix

then we have

¡ir)[6tr), 8,,,]= 
[[j"

Moreover we construct matrix

L<') = -Al',)(nÍi,¡-'

*r,,=[T ,",]
Then (2.8.8c) can be written as

N"'=[J,, t],.,

ii] täif]] (2 8 8c)

(2.8.8a)

(2.8.8b)
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If there is column oriented pivoting involved in solving (2.8.8), two permutation matrices

Pl') and Pf ) are produced such that

MÍ, [A ',= f[^r" îfr]t:ill

L ;,;" l

where Pr - P{tlPttl

After the equation (2.8.8) is solved, the next step is to solve the second 2-by-2 sub system

on the diagonal of the augmented matrix [A,B]. Towards this end we have to go through a
procedure called "matrix integration" which is defined by the recursive formula (2.4.6c).

That is, we just regard [{t) ¿s the first element Al]) of a 4-by-4 matrix trrz) s¿þlçþ is the

first 4-by-4 diagonal block in the augmented matrix [A,B]. Then we obtain a 4-by-4 sub

system denote by

MÍ')[APr,
",= 

f[o;" î[]t:ill
L ;;",;; l

A(2) X(2) = l,(2)

The matrix pattem of this case becomes

(2.8.8e)

where , [At",Bt"]= loiï ^i?,
La!1' 

^,?)

(2.8.8Ð

rA,Br =[[ ."r]; | :i"1.::_,,1]"...,,

The recursive formula (RF-2)-(2.1 .22) conesponding to this case is

BÍ,,I

BT'J

(2.8.e)

(2.8.10)
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where, according to the (2.8.8) and the matrix integration method (2.4.6c) we have
eÍ1)= A(t), and correspondingly [trf,/,BÍr)] = Bo,ÍZØ,y{z)1= ¡{t).

The operation TRANSFER(2 + 2) forms a ne\¡/ equation which we denote by

Al2,)¡zrzt ,ve)l = [AÍr], BÍr)l @ - 2)

(AY] - Af,) z<zt¡xf' =Bf, - Aflytzt O - 2)

XÍt'=Y(zl-ZØX<zt (c-2)
¡(2) = (xÍt',xf')t (d-2)

¡tt)1{t) - É(')

where ¡{t) ç pzx2, É(t) 6 p2x(n-3) ¿¡1d

Ã(t) =Af)- A$t7<z¡

É(t) =gt'r - Af,)Ytzr

The matrix pattern of this case is

IAo'

The operation TRANSFER(2 + 2) is actually to form the equation (b-2). In the above

computation fz{z),y<z)1= ¡(r) is found by solving (2.8.8) by applying the US to it. Here in
order to look into the theoretical process of doing the operation TRANSFER(2 + 2), we
might as well assume that zQ)=[e{]r]-'e{2/ and ytzr=[¿{]r]-tBft). Inserting them into

(2.8.12) and (2.8.13) gives

Ã"' = Atl- 651t[¡{]tl-'e{?

É,') = slzt - 6fl [e{]r]-'slzr

Set L(2) = -el1)[ef?)]-re pz.z and construct the matrix

"r=[il, i;il|=[[î;]

(2.8.11)

t
[-<u
LA

B"' ]l
É.'']l

(2.8.r2)

(2.8.13)

(2.8.r4)
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Then the operation TRANSFER(2 + 2) canbe expressed in matrix form

[eÍ1' A\:.] BÍ".l
¡rzr[4rzr Ur"]=1"" '^': -'.I (2.g.16)

¡ o 
^il 

Bi"J

Moreover if we construct

*, = 
[Jå, ,,]0.,

uo,= [-*-'"
L0

then (2.8.16) can be expressed as

Combining (2.8.8Ð with (2.8.18)

,:.]

MÍ,IIE,

(2.8.1s)

[eÍi) nf] BÍÐl

ul= | 
o Ã"' u.'' 

IL;; ]

we obtain

[[i" är] t ;i
lLt o I [¡"'

¡4tzt¡4f r[APr,B]-

Solving (2.8.11) is the exactly s¿tme as solving (2.8.8). Similarly we have

fI, I
Mfr=l ¡t'r I r2.B.2o)

L rn-0.1"."

(2.8.r7)

(2.8.18)

rll
É,"]l

The Same

(2.8.t9)
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where N,,,= 
[r1,, ,]

and permutation matrix

, Lo)= -ai?[¡Í|,]-' e R

pr= Þt)Þf), which is involved in searching for pivoting, such that

tytf )(uÍ')lraÍ')[Ae'rr, B]) =

At this stage solution X(2) to the equation (2.5.9) can be solved by doing the operation
BACKWARD (2+3)( from level2 to level 3) defined by (c-2) in recursive formula (RF-

2). The next step for solving the third diagonal 2-by-2 sub system in [A,B] will involve in
the matrix integration from sizes 4-by-4 to 8-by-8 and then solve each sub system. The

details was discussed in section 4.

In general, we construct matrix Mfi) in the following three steps

[¡et, A{å'l I sl" ll
lL' Ãil L ui' ll

I o 
[x'' åi] [äi:l]

;;;

10

T

[Ir,*_,,

uf)=l
L

hr'''
¡¡tt' = |

Lr,',

N(;l 1

Irl

,, ,]

where s=n-(2(k-1)+2i), k= 1, ...,2^-1, i=1,..., fr-l
and where k is the number of the 2-by-2 diagonal sub matrices in [A,B]

L(i) = -A$ì[ef?J-t 6 p(2i-r)xtzi-r¡

(2.8.21a)

(2.8.zrb)
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According to the computation sequence shown in Fig 2.4.8 we have

nutrln rrP, . ,l=[ - i.l="
lcitm-l"L l<ks2, J I Ir<ks2m L0 *l

'Where U is a generalized upper triangular matrix and

involved in pivoting. For convenience we set

MIB =**yf,
l<k<2 m

PIB = fIPu
lsks2n

where, 2. is the size of the original matrix.

Obviously, u[i| is lower triangular and det(M{pJ)=1.

we have

IAP:B,Bl= LU

flPr are
l<k<2m

This implies that the SSP method is essentially same as LU factorization, however it
decomposes the matrix A in a recursive block process. We show this in example 2.8.L

Before that we just simply describe the computation sequence for the SSP method below.

For k= L,,..,2^-t and i=1,...m-1

(2.8.22)

permutation matrices

(2.8.23)

1) Construct tutil') by (2.8.21)

Compute [A,B]=¡v1*{;) [A,B]. If there is pivoting involved, assume that the

permutation matrix applied is P* , then Compute [A,B]=[APk,B]

Do operation(s) BACKWARD. If i=m then stop the computation, else goto 1)

Set L = [rø(l"1]-' then from (2.8.22)

2)

(2.8.24)

3)

(2.8.25)
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Example 2.8.1

Consider an 8-by-8 linear system AX=B. We firstly partition [A,B] into the strictly
symmetric blocks and then solve the system by the SSP method. The following matrix
patterns show this process, where BKD represents operation BACKWARD.

[e,n1=

['"'' 
tz'z]f

[; i] [i li* 
lzxzl l

l[zxz] I
| ¡2"21) |1

Mf')
tt;il[ii]l
Li::l[ii]l

{<

llzxzl I
| ¡2"21)

Mf ), Pz

BKD(O+1)

BKD(1+2)

I|L|'

il [i ll
slt;ill

l[zxz] I
| ¡2"21)

llzxzl I
| ¡2"21)
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*il[ii]l*
sl[;i]l
:lt:sllflri][ii]l
sl [: s]j Ltr I [i i]l *

Itt;rl[îi]l*
lLt::lt;;tl
I[: :] t: :ll tt; I [î t]
LLt: :t t: :ll Lti it [i i]l

tutÍ')

t[; I [r r]l {

lLt: 3l t; ll
Itt::tt::lltt;îl[r
LLt::t[::]lLt::t[r
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Mf), P¿

BKD(O-+1)

BI(D(1-+2)

BKD(2-+3)

tlt;-l[ii]l*
lLt::lt;ilj
Itt: 3t t: :ll tt; I [î r]l
LLt: :l t: :ll Lt: :l t; ilj

The above computation sequence can be described as follows

1o u{'r[Anr n]

T

3

BKD(O + 1)

¡41ziu{tr[Aer B]

Mf r¡4{zryltrIAnrrz n]
BKD(0 + 1) , BKD(I+ 2)

røfr)tut!)vfr)Mf')[Apr p2 n]

M5')Mf3)M(r)rralrr¡a1tr¡Opr pzp: e]
BKD(0 + 1)

+

f

f

T

MtzrygI¡4prrvrl')rvrf2lrr,lf tIIA rr rz rr n]

Mf l rr4la ¡45t) ¡4{:)¡4tt) ¡412r ¡41tr [A pr pz p¡ p¿ n]
BKD(0 + 1), BKD(I + 2),BKD(2 + 3)
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S 8.3 The LSSP Method

Theoretical analysis for the LSSP method is similar to that for the SSP method. Consider a

matrix partitioned into LSSP blocks with decomposition given by (2.5.z),rhar is

n=2^, +Z^, +...+Z^'

the LSSP method solves each sub system with order 2^' (J=1,..., t ) by applying the SSp
method to it, therefore the method for constructing matrices M[s) is the same as we did in

last section. The only difference is how to deal with the operation TRANSFER done

between two non-symmetric branches of the binary tree, this results in a different form of
the M Û), which is defined by the following three steps with the notation of (2.5.4).

j-l j-l
where, pi=L,.2 = åt,, 

j=1, 2, ... t.We set pr=O and define the unit matrix I9 as an

empty matrix, that is, a matrix with no entry

M'= 
[ 

' 
*,,]

where, A!ìe Ra,"s, an¿ [efÌ]-' . pt,"

For example, when j=l we have p,=9, ¡¡sn

M(,)= *,,,=[tt, I
Ltt" Io,J

where L(') = -A!l)[eli]-' € RQ,xs,

When j=¡-1, we have p,-, = lS, and then
i=l

*, = [lï, ,.,]

Lu,= -A!ì[Af]]-' . R0,.,,

(2.8.26a)

(2.8.26b)

(2.8.26c)
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tu-,,-[I,,, 
*,,_,,]

*-',=[fî', 
,., ]

L(-'r _ _ 41;') [4li')]-'

where

Now we have constructed matrix Mo. From the construction process given by (2.5.26)
we know that M(i) is lower triangular and det(Mtil¡-l for any j=1,..., t-1. Then the process

of solving a linear system by the LSSP method can be expressed by

Af;',e Rs,-,*Q,-,, [eÍï',1-' € Bs,-,'S,-,

where U is upper triangular form and P is multiplication of permutation matrices which are

involved in solving each sub system by the SSP method with pivoting.

Set M,.r, = \{tm,)¡4tt-"Mll',....M(r)M(',r and L = [ur"rr]-' then (2.8.27) canbe written as

[4, B]=LU. This implies that the LSSP method is essentially same as LU factorization, the

only difference is that the LSSP method decomposes the matrix by recursive procedure

and solve the system in block forms. Similarly we describe the computation process for the

LSSP algorithm.

consider the problem (2.2.1), the computation steps for the LSSP algorithm is

e fts'-'xQ'-'

M$' )¡4<''t' *$"'.... Mt"M$' [ee, n1 = u

1)

For j= 1, ..., t

Apply the SSP algorithm to the sub system Ac) Xc) = [f 0),

where Ao) e Rs¡'s¡, Bü) e Bsixer

(this is involved in constructing matrices MfÞ) and computing [A,B]=rraSfo,t[AP¡, B] )
If j-t, then for i=1, ..., t-1,

do BACKWARD(i-+ i+1) and stop the computation

otherwise

Construct matrix M(j)2)

(2.8.27)
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The following matrix patterns show how the LSSP method decompose a matrix A into
upper triangular form.

3) Compute [A,B]-M{iI[A,B] and goto l)

l

l

s,

t
[- A(,),

| ,,*r,

l

l

*

r'-']

l

t

|[r ["'

[;.; ]

*

iL*
[s, " s,

L-

lA,Bl =

I

[['' 
'i

Lt*

It[,

Ix

l['' 
': ''-'] 

t

Lt . ] l''i

[,.]

M(r)
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*

*

Fx-l'
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M(tt)
ssp

[,.] t

0

Summary

t

In this section we analyzed the recursive block method( i.e. the SSP and LSSP methods)

in theory based on the analysis of the basic operation US and TRANSFER. Essentially, the

SSP and LSSP methods are LU factorization carried out by the recursive block process

which is defined by the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.L.22). For clarity we rewrote the

formula for TRANSFER by substitution of [af']]-'eÍ? *¿ [eff ]-'n1" for Z6andy(i), and

rhen we introduced matrices Mf) (for SSp) and Mú) (for LSSp) to demonstrate the

computation process of solving a linear system by the recursive block method. We must
stress the point that in practical computation we solve for Zo andY(i) by applying the SSP

method to the multiple RHS sysrem el'l[z('),v("]= [el?,g,t',] inrt"ud of compuring [AÍ'ì]-'
directly, and the elimination for blocks A|i] is never done.

.lt

0l[;

l[.

ilL
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$ g. Computation Cost

In this section we use the definition of flops as defined by G.H.Golub [2] to describe the

arithmetic involved in the LSSP algorithm. For this purpose we first calculate the flops
involved in the three basic operations US, TRANSFER and BACKWARD, and then

calculate the flops in the SSP algorithm, finally we give an estimation of the flops involved
in the LSSP algorithm.

A flop is a floating point operation which is one of the four operations, addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division.

Example 2.9.1

A dot product of vectors x and y involves 2n-l flops because there are n multiplications and

n-1 additions, that is, (x,y)= 
å*,t, , where x,y e Rn*r.

We use FP((x,y)) to represent the flops involved in computation (x,y)

l.e.

Example 2.9.2

Thematrix-vectormultiplicationZ;¡}ç(whereAeR**n,XeR",ZeR')involves2mn-

m flops. In fact, Z,= La,ux¡, (i=1, ..., m) and FP( Z¡)=2n-1,then
k=l

FP (Z)=¡¡x l"P (2,)=2mn-m fl ops

FP ( (x, y) )= 2n- I =2n+O (l)

Now let's consider the SSP algorithm first. We assume that the size of the original matrix

A n=2m, where integer m>0.

s e.l

1)

Flops in the SSP Algorithm

Flops in the US
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Assume matrix pattern has the form below after kù step computation.

where A$' . R,BÍu' 
= 

Prx(n-2k+r) , ij=1,2

Formula for US can be written as

VI = tAÍ?,Bl*,liefï,

% = B!u)- Alk1ntt<l

v,=At?-e!i'e!?
Yo =YrN..
v, = BÍu)- Affn;tt

lA,Bf = 

|

[nÍi' AÍ?

Lof 
^,Y)

;ËI

Then FP(Vt)=n-2k+1, FP(V2)=/1n-2k+1), FP(V3¡=2, FP(V2IV3)=n-2k+1, FP(V5)=/1¡-
2k+1). The flops in US at kth step is FP(USttr)=6(n-2k+1) +2

The total flops in the US involved in the SSP algorithm are

FP(US)= Ërelusto¡=Ë¡Oqn -2k+t)+21= |n2 +n (z.s.r)
k=l k=l

2) Flops in TRANSFER

(2.e.0)

Formula for TRANSFER can be simplified as

w,tu' = w,n'- e!?sÍ*'

where e!? . p2tx2r,w,t*',sÍu' . p2kx{n-2r{2i-r)+r) and k is the number of levels (or the height)

of the binary tree, i is the number of the operations TRANSIIER involved at level k.

The flops in the operations TRANSFER at kth level are

FP(TRANSFER(*) ) =',Ë, " 
[t* (n - zk çzi -t ) + 1 ) + 2 x 2k x 2k (n - zk (zi- 1 ) + 1 )]]
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The total flops in the operations TRANSFER involved in the SSP algorithm are

m-l
FP(TRANSFER)=' FP(TRANSFER(*))

k=l

In simplifying(2.9.2) notice that m = log2 n. We obtain

FP(TRANSFER ) = 5'[n' t zn 
+ (n2 + zùZn-t]k='L 4 I

1a m-l " m-5
= Êr-r r- -r 

-f=f

¿42
1 a log"n-l , los"n-5=+n-+ -- n-+ "- n¿42

= l,n' + O(n2)

m-l 2b-(k+l).

= _¿; 

-,ì 
lzu(n- 2k(zi-l)+1) +22k*tçn-2k(2i-r)+r)l] e.9.2)

3) Flops in the BACKWARD

Formula for BACKWARD is

where Zl,o' .p2tx2r, Itu', (XÍ*'),, (X!*'), . p2lx(n-12k.1¡*¡a¡¡ and

k=1, ... , ffi-l, i=1, ..., 2n-(k+t)

k is number of levels of the binary tree,

i is number of operations BACKWARD involved at kth level.

Flops in the operations BACKWARD at kft level are

FP(BACKWARDG)) = 
t:i" 

[tu(n - 2k*t i+1) + 22k*r(n - 2k.ri + 1)]

n2 +2n
= î+(n2 + n)Zk-t +n22k

Total flops involved the operations BACKWARD in the SSP algorithm are

(xÍ*'), = Y,tu' -zT'(xf'),

(2.e.3)
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FP(BACKwARD ) = î'rp(gnCKwARDG))
k=l

r a m-3 . 3m-1=)n'+-n- +_n046

= Int* log, n - 3 
nz * 3log, n - 1 

n046
= ån, + O(n2)

IVe give the estimation of flops involved in the SSP algorittun by following theorem.

Theorem 9.1.1 The flops involved in the arithmetic computation in the SSP algorithm is

?n'*o(n').

Proof. By (2.9.1), (2.9.3) and (2.9.4)

FP(S SP) = FP(US )+FP(TRANSFER)+FP(B ACKV/ARD)

- 2 rn - (* + I¡22^ +(rn _ 9)2.-3L -r Z 
, 'ru I \r¡¡ 

3

= ?r' . ¿ry+ 1)n2 + (log, n - fl"
=?n' + o(n2) (2.g.5)

$ 9.2 Flops in the LSSP Algorithm

The decomposition (2.5.2) defines a LSSP blocks for the matrix with size n-by-n. The

LSSP algorithm reduces to the SSP algorithm when n is a power of 2 or t=1.

We find it diffìcult to estimate the exact flops involved in the LSSP algorithm due to rhe
uncertain numbers *¡ 0 = I ,. . ., t) . Here we just give an upper bound for the flops based on

the estimation of the flops involved in the SSP algorithm.

From (2.5.5) we can easily derive that

(2.e.4)

n<2x2^, =2^'*l

tl
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We set n' be the smallest power of 2 above n, that is, n'= 2^'*t . Then n' is the smallest
power of 2 above n. In general, the flops involved in solving a linear system

(where A € Rn*n, X,B e Rn"' ) by the LSSP algorithm is less than that involved in
solving a linear system

(where A' G Rn'xn', X' ,B'e Rn'"') by the SSP algorithm. That is,

FP(LSSP) < FP(SSP')

where, FP(SSP') represents the flops in the SSP algorithm for solving system (2.9.8).

Then by (2.9.5) the inequality (2.9.9) can be writen as

AX=B

A'X'=B'

This is the estimation of flops for the LSSP algorithm. For examples, when n=9=23+20,

we have n'=24, then

FP(LSSP, n=9) ( tOA¡t = 2730 fTops

in the meantime n=15-23+22+2t+20, we have also n'=2aand

FP(LSSP,n=15)< !Oø¡' = 2730 flops

(2.e.7)

FP(LSSe) .t{n' )3 + o((n')2)

Both are the same estimations for different size of systems. Therefore the estimation given

by the (2.9.10) for the LSSP algorithm is only a rough estimation. The closer n is to n'the
more precise the estimation is. Sometime we just use (2.9.5) to calculate the flops for the

LSSP algorithm.

(2.9.8)

(2.e.e)

(2.e.r0)
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$ 10. Memory Allocation Technique

In this section we put forward a scheme of memory allocation for the recursive algorithms
established above. The scheme is used in practice.

Assume after kth step computation a matrix pattern is obtained by (2.9.0). The memory
allocation scheme is made in the following four steps.

Step 1 Solve e{r¡)[z{t),ytk)] = [Al?,Bfkr] for [zc),yc)1 and assign z@ to ef? and y(t) fe
Bfk), that is the solution replace the right hand side

z(k) + A\Ð

y{x) 9 g{t)

Step 2 Compute A9 - AflTtu> and Bf)- Al\ryrrr and assign rhem respecrively ro Al? and

!lk), that is

At?_ ÃHz,ut + AÐ

nt*)- Rt\)Y(k) -> Btk)

Step 3 Solve Rl?Xtu) = Blk) for Xl*) and assign Xf) to B!k), that is Xlkl -e stkl

Step 4 Compute XÍk) = YG) - Z<u)y'f) and assign XÍ*) to Bf*), that is X{rr -+ Bfk)

The operation US uses all four steps, TRANSFER follows step 2 and BACKWARD
follows step 4. Fig. 2.10.1 shows this procedure.

Because the column pivoting is involved in the LSSP algorithm, an extra array of length n

is introduced to store the changes of the column indices in matrix A. In addition, two arïays

(Ltop(l:m) and Rtop(l:m)) of length m=20 are also introduced to store the sizes of the

LSSP blocks at each level of the binary tree. Here m=20 is the maximum height of the

binary tree. It corresponds to the matrix of order n=220=10485'76.
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[nli' (z(u\ ü'*')l
Loi| Ai? BY'l

STEP 1

-+

[nÍi, Z(k) y,u)l

Lon eS rxf').1

[aÍT' Al? Blul

Lo!\' Ai? Bf'l

STEP3

--+
ytt<l I
rn!-'ll

[A,81=

zut
(At?)

InÍi'
Loll

STEP2

----+

[ali, Z(u¡ (XÍ*,)l

Loll' ^'Y] 
xf, I

[Fig.2.10.1]

STEP 4

--+
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$ 11. FIow Chart

In this section we give a flow chart for the recursive block algorithm (LSSP algorithm).
The principle of the algorithm is given in the form of flow charts, codes written both in
FORTRAN and Matlab are attached to the appendix. The program is reliable and practical
and can be applied to real problems. The memory requirement and speed of execution are

about the same as the standard Gaussian elimination. But on the computer system with
Cache the speed of execution of the LSSP algorithm is much faster than the standard
Gaussian elimination with column pivoting. Due to the recursive process is involved the
program for LSSP algorithm is much more complicated.

The LSSP algorithm is composed of seven subroutines, they are

1) LSSP:

2) LRTOP:

3) SSP:

4) US:

5) USl:

The LSSP main program

Matrix partition in LSSP blocks

The SSP algorithm

6) TRANSFER:

7) BACKWARD: The operation BACKWARD

The operation Unit Solution

Special US applied to 1-by-1 multiple RHS linear sysrem

The operation TRANSFER
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l.The Left Strictly Symmetric Partition Algorithm

USI (1. A n)

LSSP(A,r¡irrdex)

SSP(nl,mAn)

m=ZO, Ltop (l :m)=ft 1on 1l :m)-0

Rtop(l)=s2

POINÞ StartPNI Top=t1st 6¡

ïR.AI.{SFERPOINT Ltorder Rto¡der A n)

Ltorde¡=Ltop (k), RtorderRtop (k)

SSP @OINT. Top, tn A n)

StanPNÞLtop (t)+... +Ltop (k)

A(1:n,n+l)=[A,B], n: order of A, index(l:n): Column index

Big 2.11.1a1

Lop(k+1¡=9 7
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us I (PolNT,A,n) Rtop(k)= I

SSP(P0 I NT,Rtop(k),m,A,n)

P T =StartPNT- ( Ltop (k )+Røp (k ) )
Lüorder=Ltop(k), Rtorder=Røp(k)

BAC K$/ARD(PT, Liorder,Rüorder, A, n)

StafiPNT=r* I

K=K-1

A(1:n,n+l)=[A,B], n: order of A, index(l:n): Column index

[Fig.2.11.lb]
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2. Partition matrix A into LSS Blocks

L RT0 P (L t o p (m ),Rtop (m),n)

Ltop( I :m)=Rtop( I :m)=0
Top=Ltop( I )=ñ,k= l,c=0

TOP= lix(TOP /2)
C=C+ 1

TOP=l ?

Ltop(k)=2 c

if k= l, Rtop(k)=n-Ltop(k)
el se
Rtop(k)=Rtop(X- I )-Ltop(k)

Top=Rtop(k),c=0, k=k+ 1

nisdecomposedas n =2^t +...*2^',

Then Ltop(i) = Si, Rtop(i) = Q..

TOP< 1 ?

RETURN

Set s, = r"'.ei =. it'' , j = 0,1,...,t
l=l+J

n is order of A, m=20

fFis.2.tt.2l
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3. The Strictly Symmetric Partition Algorithm

SSP(POINT, TOP, rn, A, n)

USfPOINT.A.n
POINT=POINT+2

TOP =2?

LR(i)=" 1"

BAC K$/ARD(P T, Ltorder,Rùorder.,A,n

P T =PO IN T- ( Ltorder+Rüorder )

Ltorder=Rtorder=2

LRli¡="P"

PT=POINT-2

i=i+ I

TRANSFERlPT.2.2.A.n

TRANSF ER (P T, Ltorder, Rtorder, A, n)

LR(i)=" ¡"

Ltorder=Rtorder=2i

POINT: The position of the first entry in matrix 4=¡A,Bl
TOP: Size of sub blocks in A

n: Size of A, m=20

[Fig.2.11.3]

LRli)="R". m=i-1
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4. The Unit Solution (US)

A(PT+ l,PJ+ l:n+ 1) =A(PT+ l,PT+ 1:n+ I )-A(PT+ 1,PT) *A(PT,PT+ l:n+ 1 )

US (PT, A, n irrdex)

Pivotirrg on A(PT,PT)

A(PT,PT+ 1:n+ 1)=A(PT,PT+ 1:n+ I )/A(PT,PT)

(PT,PT)=0

A (P T, P T +2:n+ I ) =A (P T, P T +2:n+ I )-A (P T, P T+ 1 ) 
*A (P T+ 1, P T+ 2.n+ I)

A (P T+ I,P T +2:n+ I ) =A (P T+ t,P T +2'.n+ 1 )/A (P T+ 1, P T+ 1 )

Pivotirrg on A(PT+ l,PT+ 1)

PT:Starting position of AÏ in A. index:Column index. n: order of A

f-l:efir =
ER > 0: Aisnonsingular. ER< 0: Ais singular, ER =.(

| -2:tH =
lFis.2.II.al

5. Unit Solution for l-by-l Linear System

+1,PT+1)=0

US 1(PT, A, tr irrdex)

A(PT,PT+ 1:n+ I )=A(PT,PT+ 1:n+ 1 )/A(PT,PT)

(PT,PT)=0

0

0

[Fig.2.1l.s]
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6. TRANSFER

TRANSF ER (P T, Ltorder, Rüorder, A, n)

A(k 1 :k2,kl'k2)=

K 1 =P T+ Ltorder, K2 =P T +Ltorder+Rt order- I

A(k 1 :k2,k1:k2)-A(k 1:k2:PT:k 1- 1 )*A(PT:k 1- l,kl.k2)

A(k 1 .k2,k2+1:n+ I )=

A (k I'.k2,k2+ I : n+ I )-A (k I .k2,P T :kl - I ) 
*A (P T, k 1 - t,kT+l : n+ 1

PT: Starting position of eÍT) in A.

7. BACKWARD

Ltorder: order of alï).

[Fig. 2.1 1.6]

BAC K$/ARD(PT, Ltorder Rüorder,A,n

A(PT:k l-1,k2+1:n+ 1)=

A(PT:k l-1,k2+ 1:n+ I )-A(PT:k 1- l,k l:k2)*A(k L:k2,k2+l:n+ I )

K I =PT+Lüorder, K2=PT+Ltorder+Rtorder- I

Rtorder:order of eB

lFis.2.rt.7l
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Chapter III

In this chapter we discuss a special case for the general block partition discussed in section

2 of Chapter 2. Consider the problem (2.2.1) with general block partition shown in Fig
2.2.1, a special case is when S1=S2=...=Sr=k, where k is an arbitrary integer which
satisfies mk < n.We call this the K-n partition. Previously , a 2-by-2linear system was

the smallest system to which the recursive formula (RF-k)-(2.1.22) canbe applied. Based

on this we successfully established a recursive algorithm called the LSSP algorithm for
solving the problem (2.2.1). In this chapter we want to investigate another type of
algorithm which does not involve complicated recursive process (that is, the multiple
branch recursion) but is generated in the same way as the LSSP algorithm. V/e consider

only the case K=1 in section 1 and K=2 in section 2. Large K would lead to a method

similar to the LSSP method because if l<>2 a recursive process would be involved in
solving this sub system by doing the operation US and then there is no essential difference

from the LSSP method.

The K-n Partition

$ 1. The L-n Partition

The l-n partition is the K-n partition for k=1. The Figs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 show the binary
tree and matrix pattern for it. Because AÍ1) is always a number for l-n partition, then for
af\) * 0, the recursive formula has the form

Theoretical Derivation

[z{r), y{r)] = [e{l,nfkr]/ e{t¡r

(At? - Al\)zc*t¡**r = Bf)- efiy!*t
Xf*r = Y{t)- Z<*t''f)

¡(k) = (xÍu),xt*))t

(3.1.1a)

(3.1.lb)

(3.1.1c)

(3.1.1d)
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usl: unit Solution 
"if;tgffii,"tta 

l-by-l sub sysrem

[Fig. 3.1.1]

I txt ] [txqn-z)]

1,"- 
'?,. 

1] 
tl : I l: ll

[Fig. 3.1.2]

lx(n-1)t

^[."-;:'
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Substitute (3.1.1a) into (3.1.lb) we have

AC+l)Xtk+r) = g(k+l)

XÍ*r = (8,,*,- Rt?x!k.t))lef?

where A(k+r) - At? - At?nÍ?la1'¡,

BG+r) - gl*)_ et\)gfk)/ef?

¡(k+r) = Xl*)

The equations (3.1.2c) and (3.1.2d) can be writren in form

[Aß*t),9<t*tt]=[n!?,Btk)]-At\)/Af?[eÍ?,eÍu)] f3.1.3)

As before we construct matrix

where L(*)= -45\)/A{?

The formation of equation (3.1.3) can be then expressed as the second row of the block
equation:

(3.t.2a)
(3.1.2b)

(3.1.2c)

(3.1.2d)

(3.t.2e)

o.'' = lJ,; ,"_-_,]

N(k)[a(t),grrt= 
[J;

Furthermore we construct

Such that for k=I, ..., tr-l we have

l[Af? Af? 
"fu,l = fof'i, Af? sfo 

-l

I"-u-,lle$/ eï) BS)l L 0 Aft+r) ptt+trl

,unn, = ltu IL *n'-1

(3.r.4)
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fJ = ¡4(n-r)...¡4tt)[A,B] =

The (3.1.6) is upper triangular, then the problem (2.2.1) can be readily solved by back

substitution through the following process

AfI) Attl B(r)

Al? 
^çl 

B(2)

t-o 
L'[^1"ï]::;l

For n{\l * 0 (k=n,...,1), starting from X(n) - gtnr/6{ir

Xlk) - X(lt+tl

X{'.r _ 
lsr¡.r_e{lx!k,) I ef?

In (3.1.6) we set L = ¡4(n-r)...¡4(t). Since lr,tti) (i = 1,''.,n - 1)is lower triangular L is lo*er
triangular, too, and furthermor. [t]-' is lower triangular (see [2] for proof¡, finally we

obtain

¡{t) - ({fr),Xt))t = (XÍ'), (XÍrr, Xlt))t)t

= . . . = (X['r, q¡12r. .. (X{"-tr, ¡td)t)t)t = (XÍ'), XÍr,. . .,XÍ],)t

(3.1.6)

where t = [t]-t is lower triangular and U is upper triangular.

This implies that the l-n partition method is Gaussian elimination. The (3.1.8) is LU
factonzation of A.

The l-n partition breaks down when elTr * 0, for this reason pivoting is required at each

step of computation. The pivoting is always successful if the original matrix A is non-

singular.

2. Computation Cost

A=LU

(3.1.7a)

(3.t.tb)

The flops involved in the l-n partition algorithm *" tnt + O(n2). This is calculated in the

following three steps.

(3. 1.8)
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Step 1. The flops involved in the operation USl

At kth step of computation: FP(US lG))=n-k

The roral: FP(USt)= Ï(n - t)
k=l

Step 2. The flops involved in the operation TRANSFER

At k'h step of computation: FP(TRANt¡980.)-2(n-kXn-k+1)

The roral: FP(TRANSFER)= izfn - kXn - k + l)
k=l

Step 3. Flops involved in the operation BACKWARD

At kth step of computation: FP(BACKWART-IG))=2(n-k)

The total: FP(BACI(WARD)=/ iCn - f.l
k=l

Hence, FP("1-nP")=

3.

(3.1.e)

We describe the algorithm of the l-n partition method by following flow chart, codes

written both in Matlab and FORTRAN are attached to appendix.

Memory allocation for the l-n partition algorithm is easier than that for the LSSP algorithm

because the LSSP algorithm needs a few one dimensional Íurays that the l-n partition
algorithm doesn't need. In (3.1.3) we need only assign [A(k+t),n(t+t)] to [AG),8{t)], that is,

[Rtkr,ntrl=[e!?,BS)]-el*llelir[aÍ?,nÍ*)], then there is no extra memory required. The

pivoting we used in the algorithm is row oriented, therefore no extra anay is introduced for
the storage of column index numbers.

Algorithm

n-l
r[(n-
k=l

?n'*

k) + 2(n - kXn - k + 1) + 2(n - k)l

*,"'-å3n = ?n'*o(n')

(3.1.10)
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The l-n Partition Method (Gaussian elimination)

TR AbI SFER(P T,L brd'e r,RÞlder, A, n)

Lbrdeel. Ræ¡dern-k
usl(PT,A,n)

LbrdeF 1,PT=n+ 1 -(Lþ¡d.er+RÞrde
BACKV/ARD(PT,Lbrder

RbrüeeRorder+Lbrd.er

USl: Unit Solution Applied to l-by-1 sub system

[Fig. 3.1.3]
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$ Z. The 2-n Partition

Another special case for the K-n partition method is k=2, we call this case theZ-npartition.
In this case AÍT) is always a2-by-2matrix to which the unit Solution(us) can be applied.
The matrix pattern and binary tree are shown below.

US or USI

l2x2l t

[Fig. 3.2.1]

[=

o
Ø

-[2x2]

IF N IS ODD

IF N IS EYEN

[*]

IlLr:lï:i]l
IFLs.3.2.2]

l
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Similarly to the derivation for

where Lrur - -All[a{ft]-' e R

and

the l-n partition, we define

*.-,= 
[Jå, ,"_,,*.r]

(n-(2k+2))x2

r,o - [I" IL *n'-1

For k=1, ..., m we have

if - ¡4{m). *,,,tO,Uf = 

||

the matrices

where m=int[n/2]

2x2 t

||':'

¡4t;)(i = 1,...,m) is non singulat. Set L = [utr)]-'...ltvtt*r¡r, then

[A,B]= LÛ

(3.2.r)

|[,]'ll'.'l ffi]]

where L is block lower triangular and Û is block upper triangular. Then, the 2-n partition

method is a block Gaussian elimination method. The flops involved in the 2-n Partition
algorithm a¡e also 4nt *O(n'). This result is calculated by3

FP(US)=Ëqn -2k+1) = 6m(n -m) = |n2k=l

FP(TRANSFER)= Ëofn - 2k)(n - Zk + t) = ?nt - n, - ?n*=t*

FP(BACI(WARD)= 
åOC" 

- 2k) = n' - 2n

Therefore, ¡rp1"2-nP")=?nt +trn' -ån = 4n, *O(nt)

(3.2.2)

(3.2.3)

(2.3.4)
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The algorithm for the 2-n Partition is given by the following flow chart. Codes for the

algorithm written in Matlab and FORTRAN are attached to the appendix.

The 2-n Partition Method (S2n)

PT=ord,ers+1, o¡derg=o¡d.erÍt+?

TRA}.I SFER(PT,Lb¡d'er,Rbrd.er,A,n)

Ltorder2, Pþ¡al-Oto¡der+R

Rto ¡depRto¡d e r+Ltorde r

lFie. 3.31
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Chapter IV

$ 1. Four Indices for Algorithm Evaluation

We use the following four indices to evaluate the LSSP method applied to the solution of a
linear system

Results and Conclusion

AX=B
where, AeRntn, X, BaPnxl

1) CPU Time

This is the time taken by a algorithm running on computer for solving (4.1.1). The less the

time consumes, the better the algorithm is for solving a given problem on the same

computer.

2)

X is an exact solution to (4.1.1) and iis a computed solution which is an approximation to

X. V/e use relative error to evaluate the precision of the computed solution comparing with
the exact solution. If the machine base u=10-d and K""(A) = 10q, the computed solution

X saüsties

Retative Error : llx-ill_ 4¡x¡¡_

3) Relative Residual: ll'll-(llail*ll*ll*1, where, r is residual defined by

r=B-Ai

We have the following formulae involving the residual.

(4.1.1)

lx-x[
ffi=19-d+q

r=B-AX=AX-AX=A(X-X)
X-i=A-1r

H=çl-=ff=ffirre,

(4.1.2)

(4.1.3)
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where K (A) = lla-'ll. ilell

If X satisfies the perturbed problem (A+E)Í=B

then ll'll= lls-o"ll= llrills llrllllÍll

4) Extra Memory ßAM Occupation

We use extra memory for one dimensional arrays in the algorithm. In general, the less

extra memory an algorithm takes up, the better the algorithm is, assuming there is no loss

of computation speed

$ 2. Test Program Design

ll'll ll¡ll

ll¡.llllill llell

According to the above four indices used to evaluate an algorithm of solving the problem
(4.1.I), we design a test program for this puqpose as follows.

10 Generate a n-by-n non-singular matrix A. V/e shall show the details of how to
generate the matrix later.

Generate a random n-vector X
Calculate B=AX

Solve the linea¡ system AX=B by the tested algorithm for the computed solution i
Record CPU time for solving the problem

Compute relative error and relative residual

T
3
+
f
f

(4.1.s)

Repeat this process for different values of n.

1. Generate a random and well conditioned matrix

1)

2)

generate a random n-by-n matrix A,

Compute its singular value decomposition Ar=UD\I'
where U and V are orthogonal.
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3) Generate a random n-vector T=[t,,..., tn]

where ti t0 (i=1,...,n)
4) Construct diagonal matrix D,

[', ol
o =l ' I' lo ,"J

5) Compute A=UDr'\n'

2. Banded and Well-conditioned Matrix

3. Hilbert Matrix

A(ij)=1(i+j-1) for ij =1, ..., n

4. Vandermonde Matrix

l'::1,]
¡{=

$ 3. Discussion and Conclusion

The tables attached to the end of this chapter show the results from running different
algorithms on SUN Station-UND( operating system. Software package used to execute the

algorithms was Matlab. Our purpose is to evaluate the LSSP algorithm, and Gaussian

elimination (i.e. the l-n Partition method) and Block Gaussian elimination (i.e. the 2-n
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Partition method) on the same problem. To make contrast we also evaluate the standard
Gaussian elimination. The following is the conclusion.

1) As derived in Chapter Itr the flops involved in the algorithms of the LSSP, rhe l-np
and the 2-nP for solving problem (4.1.1) are all equal to tnt +O(n2). The results in the

tables support this conclusion by showing the same CPU time consumption for solving the
same problems by the three different algorithms.

2) For well conditioned systems as shown in tables 1,2, 4 and 6, the solutions found
by the LSSP algorithm have the same high precision as that found by Gaussian elimination.
The residuals shown in the tables with high precision also indicate that the LSSP algorithm
is as stable as Gaussian elimination. The stability of Gaussian elimination algorithm is
analyzed by the following discussion (see [2] for details).

Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting produces a permutation matrix P and computed L
and U, which we denote by tand Ú, satisfying

pLÚ=A+H with lHl < 3(n - l)u(lAl+ ltllúÞ + o1u2)

where lHl= max(lnuþ, ttre largest absolure value enrry of H.
l,J

If i is computed solution to AX=B, found by using L and ú, then i satisfies

(A+E)i=É with lEl < nu(3lA¡+ slillull + o(u2)

where u is machine precision. (See [2] for the proof). Therefore

where, lltll- = 
n for Gaussian elimination with pivoting. If the matrix A is well-

conditioned, then the computed solution Íwill have a small relative error (Reference [2]
equation (3.5.2)).

llE¡." < nu(3llAll"" + snllú||.") + o(u2)

In chapter III (section 8) we analyzed the LSSP method in theory and noticed that the
LSSP method is essentially the same as LU factorization method. However as we stressed
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that the way of factoring A into LU form for the LSSP algorithm is different from that for
Gaussian elimination and that the column pivoting in the LSSP algorithm is also different
from the row pivoting in the above Gaussian elimination algorithm. Therefore the
theoretical analysis on the stability of the LSSP algorithm should be different from the
above analysis on that of Gaussian elimination. Thus, further theoretical analysis of
roundoff error and stability for the LSSP algorithm is recommended in the future studies.

3) For ill-conditioned matrix as shown in Tables 3 and 4, the relative errors go up
while the condition numbers arise. This can be explained by @.I.2). In our case u=10-
17, that is, the correct significant digit d=17 and condition number K(A)=10q. The relative
effors will be badly bounded when q>17. From the tables 3 and 4 we conclude that both

Gaussian elimination and the LSSP algorithms failed to solve the ill-conditioned systems

like Vandermonde and Hilbert of high orders.

4) Due to the column pivoting involved in the LSSP algorithm, an extra array with
length n is introduced to record the change of column indices in A. No such work space is

required for Gaussian elimination and block Gaussian elimination. But on the other side if
we wisely re-arrange the memory allocation the LSSP algorithm can save at*ort f;
memory units for the matrix of order n. 'We roughly describe this method below. The
LSSP decomposition defînedby (2.5.2)-(2.5.4) ro rhe linear system (4.1.1) gives

and matrix pattern,

where, 4,, :S, xS,, A,r:S, XQ,, Ar, :Q, xS,, Arr:Q,xe,.

D = S, * Q, where Sr =2'', Q,

Assume matrix A and vector B are stored in certain media such as disk out side CPU and

are loaded into RAM during the computation, the following memory allocation scheme

saves the storage of Azr which is equal b + memory units for SSP of the matrix A and

9F ror LSSP.

rA,Br=lil 
T,,,,

B'l
Br-l

t

=Y?t'
i=2
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LoadapanorrA,BlroRAM )l-Au A't B''l-¿ely¡S¡-.fgg.,-.[4" Z Yl-.
'LI#l A,, B,l 'Lt+l A,, B,_j 

/

r.oadA2,rorepraceA¡¡ .[4, 4,, B,l iåififfiält"' .[4,

-Llul 

A, s,l-L[+]
where, the symbol [#] represents the RAM unoccupied or saved. This scheme offers

benefit to the solution of a large size linear system.

5) rü/e also compared the LSSP algorithm with the standa¡d Gaussian elimination with

column pivoting. The results in the Tables 5 and 6 show that the LSSP algorithm is more

effective than standard Gaussian elimination in solving linear systems with high orders.

This is because the Cache installed in the Sun Station speeds up the computation for
solving a small size systems. The LSSP algorithm solves a linear system by dividing it into

smaller sub systems. Then it gets a speedup in computation. The standard Gaussian

elimination solves a linear system in full size, therefore there is no advantages from using

Cache that could be offered to it in solving large size linear systems.

6) From the discussion in chapter 2 and the practical computation we notice that the

LSSP algorithm uses a very little costs for the matrix partition, that is, for the binary
decomposition for the order of a matrix. Therefore it saves operations in doing "pre-work"

for solving linear systems.

Z X'l
A, Xrl
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Conclusion

The LSSP method is a recursive block method applied to the solution of a linear system. It
uses a very little cost for matrix partition. Comparing with Gaussian elimination with partial

pivoting the LSSP algorithm with column pivoting is stable. It uses the same computational

cost as the Gaussian elimination algorithm in solving the same problem. It computes the

solution with as high precision as Gaussian elimination. Because the LSSP method solves

a linear system based on a successive process of partitioning the system into 2-by-2 sub

systems, the LSSP algorithm works in a higher speed than the standard Gaussian

elimination on the computer systems installed with Cache. Due to the recursive process

involved the LSSP algorithm is much more diffîcult to program than Gaussian elimination.

And as Gaussian elimination the LSSP method fail to solve the highly ill-conditioned

system such as Vandermonde and Hilbert systems with high orders. The improvement of
this algorithm is recommended in order to apply it to sparse linear system, and to special

linear systems with a coefficient matrix of a specialized nature (e.g. symmetric, banded

etc.).
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Table I (Random Matríx)

Algorithm

( Order =10,

i

i l-oP

i z-tlr
i rssp
!..........................

( Order =30, K(A) = 337.7146 ,

Time (Sec)

l-nP
2-nP
LSSP

(Order =90' K(Ð = 1.4328d{3,

0.0752
0.0746
0.0901

l(l=2.87 97 ¡ K2 =26.627 3)

8.6491e-16
9.2669e-16
8.6491e-16

R-error

1-nP
z-r:F
LSSP

i(Order 270,
i
i

i l-nP

0.4241
0.827t
1.2934

tríd.1012, K2=55,3522)

1.5459e-15
1.0435e-15
4.0386e-15

(Matlab)

R-residual

¡ 2-rÊ
i LSSP

K(A) = 3.7244efl3, Ií =15.9884,1(2=232.9456)

i(order =500, K(a) = 2.0723vro4,

3.5428
2.7768
1.7981

tr(l = 11.7819, I(12 = 121.6093)

1.1086e-14
8.1295e-15
5.I733e-15

8.5815e-17 i

8.5815e-17 í

8.5815e-17 i

l-nP
2-riP
LSSP

37.408t
57.0960
44.4526

R-error: Relative Erro¡,
R-residual: Relative Residual,

9.5074e-I7
l.l402e-16
8.5513e-17

Kl: Tnfinite Norm of the Tested lúatrbL
K2: Infinite Norm of the Inverse Tested Nlatrix
K(A) : ConditionNumber:Kl * K2

l-nP: The l-n Partition Method (Gaussian Elimination)
2-nP: The 2-n Partition Method @lock Gaussian Eliminatie¡)
LSSP: The Left Strictly Symmetric Partition Method
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271.7682
248.066L
282.t017

Ií =20.9999, K2 =986.8376)

3.1834e-14
2.7547e-L4
1.853 1e-14

L.4288e-16
1.5682e-16
1.5333e-16

3.5589e-16 i\:
5.r459e-16 

i

3.8474e-16 i

5.0936e-14
7.4946e-14
7.7862e-14

4.9276e-16
6.4470e-16
3.6552e-16



Table 2 @and Matrix)

Aleorithm

l-nP
z-rP
LSSP

K(A) =60.0000'

(Order =30, K(A) = 480.0000, tr(l= 4, K2 = 120.0000)

Time (Sec)

1-nP
z-rrP
LSSP

(Order =90,

1-nP
2-rP
LSSP

0.0656
0.0570
0.0934

I(1 =4, K2 =15.fi)00)

5.9332e-16
5.4388e-16
5.7684e-16

R-error

K(A) = 4.1400e+{3'

r.5975
2.3655
2.7917

0.2456 I.7635e-15
0.2675 1.7635e-15
0.3336 1.8503e-15

l-nP
2-rP
LSSP

R-residual

i(
i

Order 500, K(A) = 1.2550e1{5, tr(l = 4, K2 =3.1375e+ 04)

tr(l =4, K2 =1.0350eÐ3)

9.2253e-15
9.2253e-15
9.3364e-15

7.0146e-17
3.2962e-17
6.5925e-17

l-nP
2-rP
LSSP

42.9319
47.4241
55.3007

f{L= 4, K2 = 9.1900e+03)

The above ¡esults were obtained by applying the tested algorithms to the linear system AX=B with
deferent orders, where vector X=(X¡, ..., )Ç) is generated randomly with X (i=I,...n) non-zero to form the
vector B, and the band matrix has the following form:

5.7821e-17
l.l564e-16
l.1564e-16

390.6711
380.8113
422.0522

6.1400e-14
6.0955e-14

1. I I l5e-16
l. I I 15e-16
2.2230e-76

!
:

t.Ll23e-t6 i

1..tt23e-16 i

3.2926e-13
3.2926e-I3
3.2937e-L3

(2r )(r2r )
A- ( : )

(:)
( 12)

1.1 I l6e-16
1. I I 16e-16
2.2232e-16
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Table 3 @ilbert Matrix)

Algorithm

(Order =10,

1-nP
2-rÈ
LSSP

K(A) = 3.5354e+13'

0.0817
0.0780
0.0580

Time (Sec)

(Order =90,

l-nP
2-rÊ
LSSP

I(l =2.929 0, l(2 =1.207 0 ù13)

2.0291e-04
4.8085e-04
I.2520e-04

R-error

K(A) =1.1362eF20'

1.9566
2-2475
2.4123

i(order=270, K(A)=1.1125f+i21,

I(l =3.9950r I{2 =2.3156sr19)

5.2lsl3
4.55240
4.74162

(Matlab)

R-residual

1-nP
2-rP
LSSP

itö;ä;; ;öö; 
-- Kö =î:öäiläi;

I(l d.0826, Í(2 =2,3339 *19)

327.9953
305.4t14
375.9348

4.2833e-17
8.5666e-17
1.2850e-16

l-nP
2-riP
LSSP

45.3755
47.0297
35.3328

\(14.1775, K2 = 1.8010eþ20)

The above results were obr¡ined by applyrng the tested algorithms to the Hilbert system AX=B with
deferent orders, where vecfor X=CXI, ..., Xn) is generated randomly with Xi (i=l,...n) non-zero to form
the vector B. The Hilbert matrix is defined as A(ij):l/(i+j-l), which is a higbly ilkonditioned matrix.

2.2589e-18 i

9.ll63e-17 i

l.738le-17 i

357.6326
375.2853
407.7207

r<t4.7928,

916.6968
1.8414sf03
3.9729e+04

K2 = 1.0884e+21)

3.t64t."+r04
973.8766
2.8924er04

2.2Q73e-18
3.3960e-18
8.6268e-18

1. l7l9e-18
9.3870e-18
3.2120e-17
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Table 4 (Vandermonde Matrix)

(Order =10, K(A) =8.2606e+08,

Algorithm

l-nP
2-r:P
LSSP

j(Order =30, K(A) = 7.0770e+21,

Time (Sec.)

1-nP
2-rrP
LSSP

0.0773
0.0698
0.0845

I(1=10,K2 = 8.2606eilÐ

3.3029e-09
7.4637e-lÙ
2.4046e-09

R-error

1-nP

2-rP
LSSP

0.2767
0.2987
0.2957

tr(l =30r K2 = 2.3590€120)

7.t37jc+03
7.8616e+03
157.4123

(Matlab)

R-residual

i(Order =s00,

i

i l-nP

i 2-rf-
i LSSP

2.5488
3.5049
2.8706

4.7874e-77 i

4.7874e-t7 !

...................1.,7-8.11.".:.!.7.........i

trí = 90, I(L = i.2S3':e+21)

6.2297e+04
2.3641e+07
I.7696e+04

K(Ð = 1.75J],s+237 I(1 d00, K2 = 3.5265sf20)

The above results were obtained by applying the te.sted algorithms to the Vandermonde system AX=B
with deferent orders, where vector X=CXI, ..., Xn) is generated randomly with Xi (i=l,...n) non-zero to
form the veclor B.

6.5851e-18
1.2587e-18
1.3792e-17

292.5916
329.3078
297.4342

4.6198sf05
2.M88e+.04
1.4010sr-05

4.2562e-19
3.4842e-19
3.6555e-19

5.1980e-18
2.2262e-18
1.6361e-18
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Table 5 (Random Matrix)

iOrder=5 K(A)=3.4670

Algorithm

SGE
LSSP

iOrder =10 K(A)= 11.8374
i

i sGE
i rssp
i..........................

Time (Sec)

0.0225
0.0774

R-error

0.0772
0.1030

SGE
LSSP

iorder = 90 K(A) = 98.3045

I.28I3e-16
1.4643e-16

K(A) = 185.7966

(Matlab)

R-residual

0.1844
0.1300

¡1.1338e-15 7.7484e-16 i

5.6690e-16 7.4g3te-17 i....,..,.......,....3

SGE
LSSP

iOrder = 270 K(A) : 475.0792
i

i scr
: LSSP

2.1208
0.6605

5.0139e-17
7.2ll0e-17

iOrder = 500 K(A) =1.6367"rnt

3.9593e-16
6.2218e-16

t2.4t59
1.83280

SGE
LSSP

2.8259e-15
5.2953e-15

R-enor: Relalive Error, R-residual: Relative Resiú¡al, K(A) : Conditio¡ Nr¡mber
SGE: Standard Gaussi¿¡ f,,liminatior¡ 1¡'ilþ t*¡"¡ p¡ysting IJSP: The l-efr Stidly Slmmetric Partfion Me{hod

The above results were obtained by ap'plþgthe algoritbns to the line¿¡ s,ßter¡ .AX=B with deferent orders, where vedø X=(Xr, ..., )G) is
generaled randomly wifh X (i=l,...n) non-zeroto formlhe vector B. Tbe mafrix A is generared bylhe method I as illu¡Ír¿ied in Discr¡ssion

105

237.3939
60.3790

1.0446e-16
7.8342e-17

3.8446e-15
5.0485e-15

832.9084
297.7588

1.2542e-16
6.2710e-17

i
i
i3.0909e-74 5.0587e-16 :
illl-o-9.*lf 2.,?52-1..":.19... .i

1.5444e-16
1.2355e-16

73133e-L4
1.0903e-13

4.7T07e-16
3.5681e-16



Table 6 @and Matrix)

Algorithm

iorder = 5

:is
ir

SGE

K(A) = 13.9282

LSSP

Time (Sec)

SGE
LSSP

iOrder =90 K(A) =3.3555e+03

0.0228
0.0688

(Matlab)

R-residual

SGE
LSSP

iorder =270 K(A) =2.9764On0 i
:

0.1066
0.1326

SGE s7s.3678 1.0527e-16 i
:LSSP 162.9532 r.0527e-r6 i

ôivl

^iVi

3.7782
1.23t6

81.5772
24.1947

K(A)= 1.1001er5

R-residual: Relative Resiú.¡al, K(A): Cmdition number ofmatrix A
SGE: St¿¡da¡d Gaussia¡ Elimin¡tiø with Column Pivotine LSSP: The l¡fr Stic{ly Slmetric Partitim Melbod
Tbe above rcsults were obtained by applying the algoritbns to the linear qrte'm AX=B with defM øders, rrû€re vector B=@¡,...,8")
was generated þ se'tting B¡â for (i=1, ... n). The band matrix has fhe following form:

59212e-17
5.9212e-77

3.7701e+3
746.9573

3.9475e-17
7.8949e-L7

(2 t )(12 | )A= ( .... )( 121)
( t2 )
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Appendix

l. Codes in Matlab

¡t

*

*

The LSSP Algorithm

The l-riP Algorithm

The 2-nP Algorithm

2. Codes in FORTRAI.{

*

t

*

The LSSP Algorithm

The l-nP Algorithm

The 2-nP Algorithm

Page

110

115

tt7

L20

127

130
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%
% Ihe Left Strictty Symmetric Partition (LSSP) Algorithm
%
% A : an n*(n+l) matri¿ the last column is the RHS vector of the linear system
% n : the order of the line¿r equation system
o/o

% Solution to the system is stored in the last cohrmn of A
%

frmction [A]=LSSP(,\n)
m=20;
if n:1, [A]=USf(l,dl);return end
for ü=1:m,

Ltop(ü)=O;
Rtop(ü)=O;

end
for ü:l:n

index(ii)d;
end

Yo

% Applyrng the Iæft Strictly Symmetrical Partition to matrix A
%

ptop,Rtopl:LRtop(Ltop,Rtop,rr,n) ;

if Rtop(l):0
[dER index]=SSP(1,n m,A,qindex);

%
% Re-arrange the order of solutions X=(x1,...,xn)',ie.
% reorder the last column of matrix die. A(:,n+l) according to the order of index(i)
%

for ü=1:n
TMP(index(ü))=A(ü,n+ l);

end
A(1:n n+1):TMP(I:n)';
refurn

end
kFl; StartPNT=l;
whileLtoPftk)-'{

POINT:StartPNT;

[dE\index]=SSP(POINTItopßk),q4n index);
ifER<O, return end
POINT=Sta¡tPNT;
tAl :TRANSFER(POINT,Ltop(lÍ<),Rtop(kk),A'n);

Sta¡tPNT=0;
for ü=l:kk

StartPNT=StartPNT+Ltop (ü) ;
end
StartPNT=StartPNT+1;
POINT=StartPNT;
kk=kk+1;

end
kk=kk-1;
if RtoP(kk):1

[A]=USr@OINT,dn);

ll0



%
%
%

else

end

BACKWARD

sta¡tPNT=r+1;
while kk^-O

PT= StartPNT-(Ltop(kk)+Rtop (kk)) ;
[A]=þdffi \ry¿¡1¡(PT,Ltop(kk),Rtopßk),dn) ;
klsl*-l;

tA'ER indexl=SSP@OlNT,Rtop(kk),rq4n index);

%
%
%
Y.

Re-arrange the order of solutions X=(x1,...,xn)',ie.
re-order the last column of matrix die. A(:,n+l) according to the order of index(i)

for ü:1:n
TMP(index(ii)):A(ü,n+ r) ;

end
A(l:n n+1):TMP(I:n)';
refum

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The Strictly Symmetric Partition (SSP) Algorithm

POINT: the sørting position in matrix A
Top: the sub-order of the submatrix within matrix A
m: equals to 20
A: n*(n+l) matri¿ its' last column is the RHS vector of he ine¿¡ system
n: the order of the linear system
ER: error message:

ER=-l, A(l,l)=0
ER=-2, A(2,2)4
ER=0, no error occurs during computation.

index: Work space for recording 1þe çslrmn indices of the solution

fi¡nction [dER index]=SSP(POINT,TOP,m,A,n index);
Ctrll={;M:m;
while Ctrll:o;

i=l;
forj=l:M;

LR$:O;
end
Ctrl2{;
while Ctrl2={;

þER, indexl=US(POINT,A,n index);
ifER<O, return, end
POINT=POINT+2;
if TOP:2, returqend
ifLR(i)=={;

PI=POINT-2;
[A]=TRANSFER(PT,2,2,dn) ;
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LRli¡=1t
else

Ctrl2=l;
end

end
Ctrl3=0;
while Ctrl3--O;

Ltorder-2^i ; Rtorder2^i ;
PT 1 =POlNl-(Ltorder+Rtorder) ;

[A] :BACKWARD(PT l,Ltorder,Rtorder,A,n) ;
ü+t;
if TOI!:2^i, return, end
if LR(i):0, Ctrl3=l ;end

end
Ltorder2^i ; Rtorder-2^i ;PI=POINT-2^i ;

[A] =TRANSFER(IT,Ltorder,Rtorder,d n) ;
LR(i):1;
M=i-l;

%
%
%
%

end
return

LSSP decomposition to a matrix with order n

fi¡nction ptop,Rtopl=LRtop(Ltop,Rtop,m,n)

for i:l:m, Ltop(i)=0; Rtop(i){; end
TOP-a; Fl;c{;
if n (= 2; Ltop(l):n; rehrrn; end;
while TOF>2

while TOP:l; TOHxÇOP|?); r.rc+l; end
Ltop(k)=2^c;
if k:1;

Rtopft):n-Ltopft);
else

Rtopft)=Rtop(k- I )-Ltop(k);
if Rtop(k){, Ltopft)=0; end

end
TOP--Rtopft );k--k+l;cd;

end
rehlrn

%
%

%
%
%
%
Yt

The Unit Solution (US) (for solving 2*2 system with multiple RHS vectors)

function IAER index]=US(PT,An index);

Çslrrmn Pivotingfor A(1,1), tbat is, searchingfork in {PT,...,n} such that
abs(A(PT,K)þmax(abs(A(Pf,Ð) for i=PT, ... n,
and then interchânge colunms Pt and k in arrays A and index

rt2



ER=O;
TMFA(PT,PT:n);
[Y,l]:ma:<(abs(IÞfP)) ;
I=I+PT-1;
TMP:A(l:at);
A(l:n I)=A(1:n Pî);
A(l:n PT)=TMP;
ind:index(PT)
index(PT):index(I);
index(t)-ìnd;
if A@T'PT)=={;

ER:l;
error('A(1,1)=0, lvfatrix is Singular, Computation Stopped !');
return;

end
A(PT,PT+l :n+l)=A(PT,PT+1 :n+l)/A(PT,PT);
A(PT+l,PT+l :n+1¡=66r¡*l,PT+l :n+1)-A(PT+l,PÐ*A@T,PT+1 :n+l);

Cohrmn Pivoting for AQ,2), ithat is, searching for k in {PT+l,...,n} zuch that
abs(A(PT+ 1,K)):max(abs(A(PT+ I,i)) for i:PT+ l, ... n'

and then interchange colunm Prt+l with column k in arrays A and index

TMP:A(PT+1,PT+l:n);
[Y,{l:max(abs(TMP));
I=I+PT;
TMP:A(I :n I);
A(l:4I)=A(1:n PT+l);
A(1:aPT+I)=TMP;
ind:index(PT+1);
index@T+l):index(t);
index(I):ind;
if A(PT+l,PT+1):0;

ER=-2;
error('A(2,2p, lt[atrix is Singular, Qsmputation Stopped !');
return;

end
A(PT+ 1,PT+2:n+ l)=A(PT+ 1,PT+2 :n+l)/A(PT+l,PT+1);
A(PT,PT+2 :n+ 1)=A(PI,PI+2 :n+ 1)-A(PT,PT+1)*AGrI+1,PT+2:n+l);
reh¡rn

%
%
%
%
Yt

%
% The Special Unit Solution (USl) for solving a l-by-l system

frnction [AeR¡=g5 t @OINT,dn)
PI=POINT;
ER={;
if A(PT,PI):0;

ER:l;
error('A(l,l)=0, ie. Matrix is Singular, C.omputation Stopped ! ');
feturn
end
A(PT,PT+ I FA(PT,PT+ I )/.A,(PT,PT) ;
refurn
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%
Y. Algorithm of the TRANSFER

fu nction [dltorder,Rtorder] =TRANSFER@T,Ltorder,Rtorder, d n)

kl=PT+Ltorder;
k2=PT+Ltorder+R1s¡6.t- t'
A(kl :k2,kl :k2):4ft I :k2,kl :k2)-Aft I :k2,PT: ft l -1))*A(Pf : ft 1 -1),kr :k2);
A(k1:k2,k2+l:n+1¡=41¡1:k2,12+1:n+1)-Aft1:k2,PT:kl-1)+AGrI:k1-1,k2+1:n+l);
feturn

%
% Algorithm of the BACKTVARI)

finction [A]=BACKWARD (PT,Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)

kl=PT+Ltorder;
k2=PT+Ltorder+Rtorder- I ;
A@T:kl-1,k2+l:n+l)=A(PT:kl-1,12+l:n+1)-A(PT:kl-l,kl:k2)+Aft1:k2,k2+t¡lr+t¡;
rehrrn

tt4



%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The l-n Pertition Algorithm (l-nP)

A : an n*(n+l) natri¿ the last column is the RHS vector of the system
n : the order of the linear system

Solution to the system is stored in the last column of A

tunction [A]=Sln(dn);

if n<1, retu¡n, end
l T;
whilek<n

PT=k;
l{ery=g5tn(PT,dn);
ifER<O, return end

Ltorder I ;Rtorder=n-k;
[A] :TRANSFER(PT,Ltorder,Rtorder, dn) ;
Fk+l;

end
PT=n;

l{en¡=Ugfn(PI,A,n);
ifER<O, return end
Rtorderl;
while Rtorder<n

Ltorderl;
PT:n+ I -(Ltorder+Rtorder) ;

[A] =þdQ(tfy¿1¡¡¡ @T,Ltorder,Rtorder, Ao n) ;
Rtorder-Rtorder+Ltorder;

%

%

end
retum

%
%
%
%

Block for solving a 1-by-1 system with row pivoting (USl)

function [Af n¡=gt tn@T,dn);

Row Pivoting for A(PT,PI) from row PT to n,
that is, sear'çhing for A(hPt) such that
asb(A(k Pt))=nax(abs(A@ÇR)) for FPt, ... n, and then interchange row Pt with row k

TMP:A(PT:n'PÐ;
[Y,Il :ma:r(abs(IMP)) 

;

¡=pf+I-ll
TMÞA(I,l:n+l);
A(I, I :n+lþA@T, I :n+l);
A(Pf,l:n+l)=TMP;
if A(PT,HI){;

ER:l;
error('A(l,lp, Nfatrix is Sineular, Computation Stopped !');
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return;
end
A(PT,PT+ I :n+ l)=A(PT,PI+l :n+l)/A@T,PT);
rehrrn

Y"

ñrnction [dltorder,Rtorder] =TRANSFER(PT,Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)

kl=PT+Ltorder;
k2=PT+Ltorder+R¡s¡6.t- t i
Aft I :k2,kl :k2)=A(kl :k2,kr :k2)-Aft r :k2,PT:ft l-1))*A(PT:ft l-l),kl :k2);
Aft1:k2,k2+1:n+l)=A(kl:k2,k2+1:n+l)-A(kl:k2,PT:kl-1)*A(PI:kl-1,k2+l:n+l);
refurn

Yo

TRÄNSFER

frrnction [A] =þtrQ(tf/trpp (PT,Ltorder, Rtorder, d n)

kl=PT+Ltorder;
k2=PT+Ltorder+Rtorder- I ;
A(PT:k1-1,k2+l:n+1)=¡gr¡:k1-1,k2+l:n+l)-A@T:k1-l,kl:k2)*Aftl:k2,k2+l:n+1);
retul:n

BACKIVARI)
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%
o//o
%
%
%
%
%
Y"

Ihe 2-n Partition Algorithm (2-nP)

A : an n*(n+l) natrbq the last column is the RIIS vector of the linear
n : the order of the linear system

Solution to the system is stored in the last coftrmn ef A,

function [A]=S2n(A"n);
if n:1

IAERI:USl(1,4n);
refurn;

end
tf n:2

[A"nn1=U5r(l,An);
end
PT:1;orders:O;
while (norders)>2

PT--orders+1;orders:orders+2;

[Aen¡=g5t@T,dn);
if ER<O, rehrrn end
Ltorder2 ;Rtorder:n-orders ;

[A] =TRANSFER(PT,Ltorder,Rtorder, d n) ;
end

PT=orders+1;
if(n+rders):l

[A'nn¡=U5t(PT,dn);
Rtorderl;

else

[{ER¡=1¡5r@T,dn);
Rtorder-2;

end
ifER<O, returrLend
while Rtorder<n

Ltorder:2;
PT=n+ l'(Ltorder+Rtorder) ;

[A] =AACKWARD (Frf ,Ltorder,R torder,dn);
Rtorder-Rtorder+Ltorder;

system

%

%

end
return

%
%
%
%

Block for solving 2*2 quation systens

fi¡nction [.A'fn¡=g5r(PT,d n) ;

Row oriented Pivoting on A(l,l),i.e. se¿¡çhingfor k in {PT,...,n}
such tbat abs(A(I(PT¡):max(abs(A(i,PT)) for i=PI, ... n, and then
interchange colunm PT ¿¡d çslrrmn k in arrays A and index
ER=O;

uNrT soLUTroN (us)

tt7



TMP=A(PT:n'P/f);

[Y,IJ:max(abs(IMP));
I=PT+I-l;
TMP=A(I,l:n+1);
A(I, I :n+IþA(PT, I :n+1);
A@T,1:n+l)=TMP;

if A(PT,I|I):Q;
ER:l;
enor('A(l, 1)=0, lúatrix is Singular, Computation Stopped !');
return;

A@T,PT+ I : n+ I )=A(PT,PT+ 1 : n+ I )/A(PT,PI) ;

TMH;
for i=l:n-PT

TMPI¡=6 gr¡*i,PT+ I )-A(PT+i,PÐ * A(PT,PT+ I ) ;
end;

%
%
%
%
%

Row oriented Pivoting on A(2,2),i.e. searching for k in {PT+l,...,n}
zuch that abs(A(ÇPT+1))anax(abs(A(i,PT+1)) for i=PT+I, ... n, and
then interchange colnnm plal and column k in arrays A and index

[Y fl:max(abs(IMP));
¡=pf+I;
TMP:A(,1:n+l);
A(I, I :n+l)=A@T+ 1, I :n+l);
A@T+1,1:n+l)=TMP;
A(tT+ 1,PT+ I :n+ 1¡:6(P'¡'* l,PT+1 :n+ l)-A(PT+l,PÐ*A(PT,PT+1 :n+ 1);
if A(PT+1,PT+1):0;

ER=-2;
error('A(2,2)=0, lvfatrix is Singular, Computation Stopped !');
return;

end
A(P'T+ l,PT+2 : n+ 1 )=A(PT+ 1,PT+2 : n+ 1 )/A(PT+ I,PT+ I ) ;
A@T,PT+2:n+ 1)=A@T,PT+2:n+I)-A@T,PT+l)*A(PT+l,PT+2:n+l);
return

%

ñrnction [A"fn¡=g5 t (POINT,An)

PI=POINT;
ER={;
if A(PT,PT){;
ER:l;
error('A(l,l)=0, ie. lvlatrix is Singular, Computation Stopped I ');
return
end
A(PT,PT+ I )=A(PT,PT+ I )/A(PI,PT) ;
refurn

usl
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%

ñnction [dltorder,Rtorder] =TRANSFER(PT,Ltorder,Rtorder, d n)

k1=PT+Ltorder;
k2=PT+Ltorder+R1e¡¿r.- t t
Aft I :k2,kl :k2):4ft I :k2,kr :k2)-A(kr :k2,PT:ft I -l))*A@T: ft 1 -l),kl :k2);
A(kl:k2,k2+1:n+1)=4ft1:k2,k2+l:n+l)-4ft1:k2,PT:kl-l)*A(FrI:kl-1,k2+l:n+1);
return

%

TRÄNSFER

function [A]=BACKWAIID(PT,Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)

k1=PT+Ltorder;
k2=Pl+Ltorder+Rtorder- I'
A@T:kl-1,k2+l:n+l)=dgr¡:k1-1,k2+l:n+1)-A(PT:kl-1,k1:k2)+4ft1:k2,k2+1:n+l);
refurn

BACKTryARI)

(
!

i
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

The Left SúrÍctly Symmetic Pa¡tition (LSSP) Algorithm

A : an n*(n+l) matri¿ the last column is the RHS vector ofthe linea¡ system
n : the order of the linear system

index: work space for reording the index number of the solution

Solution to the system is stored in the last column of A

zubroutine LSSP(An index)

parameter(m=20)
integer n'm,Top, StartPNI, POINT,Pt Ltorder, Rtorder,ER
integer Ltop(m), Rtop(m),index(n)
Character+l LR(m)
Real A(n n+l),TMP

if (n.EQ.1) then
call USf(l,A"n ER)
goto 500

endif
Do 100 i=l,m

Ltop(Ð=0
Rtop(Ð=0

continue
Do 110 i:l,n

index(i)i
continue

Apply the Left Strictly Symmetrical Pa¡tition to matrix A

call LRtop (Ltop,Rtop,m,n)

IF (Rtop(l).EQ. 0) THEN

lvfatrix A is a strictly symmetric linear system.

Then call tle subroutine SSP algorithm for solving this system

POINT=1
Top--n
call ssp (POINT,Top,¡qA"n E&LR index)
goto 500

END IF
kk=1
StafPNT=l
POINT:StartPNT
Top:I-top(kk)

Solution to the linear system with strictly symmetic partition.

call ssp @OINT,Top,n,dn E&LR index)
if (ER.LT.0) goto 700

100

110

c
c
c

c
c
c

200

c
c
c
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POINT=StartPNT
Ltorderltop(kk)
Rtorder-Rtop(kk)
calt TRANSFER@OINT,Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)
StafPNT={
Do 300 i=l,kk

Sta¡tPNT=Sta¡tPNT+Ltop (i)
300 continue

StartPNT=StârtPNT+f
POINT=StartPNT
if (Ltop(kk+l) .N8. 0) then

kþkk+1
goto 200

endif

if (Rtop(kk).EQ.l ) then
calt USI(POINT,AqER)

else
TopRtop(lck)
call ssp@OlNT,Top,r¡dn ER L&index)

endif
if (ER.LT.0 ) goto 700

c
C BACKWARD
c

StafPNT:n+t
400 Pt=StartPNT-(Ltop(kk)+Rtop(kk))

Ltorder{top(kk)
Rtorder-Rtop(kk)
call BACKIVARD@t Ltorder,Rtorder,A,n)
kk--kk-1
if (kk.NE. 0) goto 400

c
C rerrder the sequences of solutions according to the order of index(i)
c
500 DO 600 i=l,n

DO 610 Fl,n
if(indexft) .EQ. i) then

TMFA(i,n+1)
A(i,n+lþA(k n+l)
A(þn+1þTMP
index(kþìndex(i)
index(iþ-i
goto 600

endif
610 continue
600 continue
lOO END

4.r(
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

The Strictly Symnetric Partition Ngorithm (SSP)

POINT: the starting position in matrix A
Top: the sub-order of the zubmatrix within matrix A
m: equals to 20
A: n+(n+l) matri¿ its'last @lumn is the RHS vector of the linea¡ system
n: the order of the linear system
ER: error message:

ER:1, A(f,f)={
ER=-2, A(2,2)4
ER={, no error (rccurs during computation.

LR: indictor of left and right submatrix in the binary tree
index: index of column of matrix A

Solution is stored in the last columns of matrix A
subroutine ssp@OINT,Top,qAqE&LRindex)
integer P|POINT,Top,ER Ltorder,Rtorder,m,n
cha¡acter*l LR(m)
integer index(n)
Real A(4n+f)
ER={
MM:m
i:t
Do 200 j=l,MM

LR6¡='¡'
continue
call US(POINT,dn ER index)
F ((ER.LT. 0).or. (rop.EQ. 2 )) goto 500
POINT=POINT+2
if (IR(Ð .EQ. T-') then

PFPOINT.2
Ltorder2
Rtorder2
call TRANSFER@ÇLtorder,Rtorder,dn)
LRl¡='¡'
goto 300

endif
Ltorder-2**i
Rtorder2**i
Pr-POINT-(Ltorder+Rtorder)
catl BACKWARD @tltorder,Rtorder,dn)
ii+1
if ((2**i) .EQ. Top) goto 500
if (LR(Ð.NE. ï,') goto 400

Ltorder-2tti
Rtorder:2**i
PFIÐINT.2**i
Call TRÄNSFER (Pt, Ltorder, Rtorder,dn)
LR(rFR'
MM=i-l
goto 100

100

200
300

500
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c
c
c

subroutine LRtop (Ltop,Rtop,nln)
integer m,n c,Top,Ltop(m),Rtop(m)
Do 100 i=l,m

Ltop(i)a
Rtop(i){

100 continue
ToP--n
F1
c=0
if (n.LE. 2) then

Ltop(l)=n
goto 400

endif

Lcft Strictly Symmetrical Partition ( Binary decompositions of n )

Do 300 while (fop.GT. 2)
Do 200 while (fop. NE. l)

Top-int(Top/2)
c-.rc+l

200 continue
Ltopçk¡:2**'
if (k.EQ.1) then

Rtopft):n-Ltopft)
else

Rtopft):Rtopft - l)-Ltopft)
if (Rtop(k) .EQ.0) then
Ltop(k):0
endif

endif
TopRtopft)
Fk+l
c={

300 continue

4OO END
c
c
c

The Unit Solution (US)

subroutine US(PI An E&index)

integerPÇn, ER ind,TMP
integer index(n)
Real A(n n+l),max

I
{
t

ER=O

c
C Column Pivoting for A(1,1), i.e. searching for A(PT,S) such that
C abs(A(PT,S)):max(abs(A(Pt Pt)) for FPg ... n, and then intercbange
C cohlnm Pt and column S in A and index
c

ma:eA@ÇPt)
ind=Pt
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DO looj=Pgn
if(abs(nax) .LT. abs(A@t i))) then

max--A(PLj)

endif 
ind-

100 continue
TMP:index(ind)
index(ind)=¡
index@¡¡=114r
Call Colchange (A"Pt,in{n)
if (A(PtPt) .EQ. 0 ) then

ER:l
write(*,*)'A(1,1)={, }vlatrix is Singular, Computation Stopped !'
goto 500

endif
DO 200 k=Pt+l,n+l

A@Çk)=¡pgkyA(PtPt)
A(Pt+ l,k):A(Pt+l,k)-A(Pt+l,Pt)*A(Pt k)

200 continue
c
C Qslrrmn pivoting for A(2,2), tbat is, searching for k in {Prt+I,...n}
C such that abs(A@t+l,kþ-max(abs(A(Pt+t,i)) for i=Pt+I,...,n, and
C ús¡ inls¡çhange columns Pt+l and k
c

maeA@+l,Pt+1)
ind=Pt+l
DO 300 j=Pt+l,n

if(abs(max) .LT. abs(A@t+l j))) then
nÐFA(Pt+1j)
ind:j

endif
300 continue

TMÞindex(ind)
index(ind)=Pt+l
index@t+l):1,4>
Call Colch¡nge (dpt+1,ind,n)
if (A(Pt+1,Pt+l).8Q.0 ) then

ER:2
write(*,*)'A(2,2)4, lvfatrix is Singula¡, Computation Stopped !'
goto 500

endif

Do 400 FPt+2, n+l
A(Pt+ I,k):A(Pt+ I,k)/A(Pt+ l,Pt+ l)
A(Pt k):A(Pt k)-A(Pt Pt+l)+A(Pt+1,k)

400 continue
5OO END
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c
c
c
c
c

Collmn Interchange (Colchange)

interchânge çplrmn i column j in matrix A of order n

Subroutine Colchange(di j,n)

real A(n n+l), exc
DO 100 Fl,n

exr-A(k i)
A(EÐ=A(Li)
A((i)=xc

continue
END

100

c
C
c
c

Special Unit Solution to a 1-by-1 Linear System (USl)

subroutine USl@tdn ER)
integerPt n ER
real A(4n+1)
ER=O
if (A(PtPt) .EQ. 0) then

ER='1
write(*, *)'A(1, l)<), Çemputation Stopped ! !'
goto 100

endif
A@t Pt+l¡=6(Pt Pt+lyA(Pt Pt)
END100

c
c
c
c

BACKTryARI)

subroutine BACKWARD(PI Ltorder, Rtorder, d n)

integer Pt, Ltorder,Rtorder,n
real A(4n+1)
real TMP
kl=Pt+Ltorder
k2=It+Ltorder*Rto¡der
Do 300 ¡=¡1kl-l

Do 200 j:k2,n+l
TMH
Do 100 Fkl,k2-l

TMFTMP+A(i,k)*A(hi)
continue
A(ijFA(ij)-rMP

continue
continue
END

A
4

100

200
300
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,c
c
c
c

subroutine TRANSFER@I Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)

integer Plltorder,Rtorder,n
Real A(n n+1)
real TMP
kl=Pt+Lto¡der
k2=Pt+Ltorder+Rtorder- I
DO 300 i:kl,k2

Do 200 j=kl,k2
TMF=0
Do l00lFPt kl-l

TMP:TMP+A(i,k)*A(qi)
100 continue

A(ij):A(ij)-rMP
200 continue
300 continue

DO 600 i=k1,k2
Do 500 j-kr+l,n+l

TMH
Do 400 FPtkl-l

TRANSFER

,. 400

500 continue

r 600 continuet END

TMP:TMP+A(i,k)tA(hi)
continue
A(ij)=A(ij)-TMP
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Ihe l-n Partition (l-nP) Algorithm

A : an n*(n+l) matri¿ the last coh¡mn is the RHS vector of the system
n : the order of the linear system

Solution to the system is stored in the last çolrrmn of A

Sub¡outine Sln(dn)

integer n PT,Ltorder,Rtorder,ER
real A(4n+1)

if (n.Ltl) goto 300

lFl
DO 100 while ft.LT. n)

l-n Unit Solution with row pivoting.

PT:k
call USln@T,A,n ER)
if (ER.LT. 0) goto 300

Transfer from l-order to (n-k) order

Ltorderl
Rtorder=n-k
call TRANSFER (PT,Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)
k=k+1

continue

Solve the last l*l matrix

PT:n
call USfn(Pf,A,n ER)
if (ER.LT. 0) goto 300

Backward

DO 200 while @torder.LT. n)

Ltorderl
PT:n+ I -(Ltorder+Rtorder)
call BACKWARD(PT,Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)
Rtorder-Rtorder+Ltorder

continue
END

c
c
c

c
c
c

100

c
c
c

c
c
c

{'{

200
300
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c
c
c

Subroutine for solving a lóy-l system with row pivoting

subroutine USln(Pt A"qER)
integerPt n, E(ind
Real A(n n+l),max
FR=0

c
C Row Pivoting for A(1,1), i.e. sea¡ching for A(þPt) such that
C asb(A(þPt)>abs(A@tPt) for h-Pt, ... n, and then interchânge
C ¡owPtwith rowk
c

na:eA@tPt)
ind=Pt
DO 100 i=Pqn

if(abs(max) .LT. abs(A(i,Pt))) then
na:<=A(i,Pt)
ind:i

endif
100 continue
c
C interchangerowPtwithrowind
c

Call Rowchange (A"Pt ind,n)

if (A(PtPt).EQ.0 ) then
ER=-l
wdte(*,+)'A(l,l)=0, N4atrix is Singular, Computation Stopped !'
goto 300

endif
DO 200 k=Pt*l,n+l

A@Çk)=A@ÇkyA(Pt Pt)
200 continue
3OO END
c
c
c
c

Subroutine Rowchange (Aij,n)

real TMP
real A(n n+t)
DO 100 K=l,n*l

TMFA(i,k)
A(i,kFAC,k)
AC,kFTMP

100 Continue
END

Subroutine for interchanging row i with row j

{
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c

subroutine TRANSFER(Pt Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)
integer Pt Ltorder,Rtorder,n

Real A(An+l)
real TMP
kl=Pt+Ltorder
k2=Pt+Ltorder+Rtorder- I

DO 300 r+1,k2
Do 200 j=kl,k2

TMP=0
Do 100 FPt kl-l

TMP-{MP+A(i,k)*A(qi)
continue
A(ij)=A(ij)-TMP

continue
continue
DO 600 i:kl,k2

Do 500 j=lç2*1,n*l
TMFO
Do 400 þPtkl-l

TMI)=TMP+A(i,k) *A(hi)
continue
A(ij)=A(ij)-TMP

continue
continue
END

100

200
300

500
600

c

subroutine BACKWARD(PL Ltorder, Rtorder, Ao n)

integer Pt, Ltorder,Rtorder,n
real A(4n+1)
real TMP
kl:Pt+Ltorder
k2=Pt*Ltorder+Rtorder
Do 300 ¡=Pg kl-l

Do 200 j=k2,n+1
TMH
Do 100 Fkl,k2-l

TMp=TMp+A(i,k)*A(qi)
continue
A(ijFA(ij)-rMP

continue
continue
END

100

200
300
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c
C The 2-n Partition (2-nP) Algorithm
c
C A : an n+(n+f) natria the last column is the RHS vector of the linear system
C n : the order of the linear system
c
C Solution to the system is stored in the last coh¡mn of A

Subroutine S2n(,\n)

integer n PT,orders,Ltorder,Rtorder,ER
real A(4n+l)
if (n.LE.2) then

if (n.EQ.2) then
PT=1
call USl(PT,Àn ER)

else
P|î=2
call US2(PT,An ER)

endif
goto 400

endif
PT:1
orders=O
DO 100 while (n-orders.GT. 2)

PT=orders+l
orders=orders+2
call US2(PT,A,n ER)
if (ER.LT. 0) goto 400
Ltorder2
Rtordern-orders
call TRANSFER flf,Ltorder,Rtorder,dn)

100 continue
PT=orders+l
if (n-orders .EQ. f) then

call USI (PT,An ER)
Rtorder:l
goto 200

else
call US2(PT,AnFR)
Rtorder2

endif
200 if (ER.LT. 0) goto 400

DO 300 while @torder.LT. n)
Ltorder-2
PT=n+ I -(Ltorder+Rtorder)
call BACKWARD(IrI ,Ltorder,Rtorder,An)
Rtorderfu o¡der+Ltorder

300 continue
4OO END
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subroutine US2(Pt A,n ER)
integerPqn, ER ind,Row
Real A(4n+1),E)Çma,x
ER=O

c
C Row Pivoting for A(1,1), i.s. s€arçhing for A(k Pt) such that
C asb(A(þPt))>abs(A@t Pt) for FPt, ... n, and then interchânge
C rowPtwithrowk
c

ma¡eA(PÇPt)
ind=Pt
DO 100 i=Pt*l,n

if(abs(max) .LT. abs(A(i,Pt))) then
max--A(i,Pt)
ind:i

endif
100 continue

Call Rowcbange (,\Pt ind,n)
if (A(Pt Pt) .EQ. 0 ) then

ER:-l
write(*,+)'A(1,1)=0, lvlatrix is Singular, Computation Stopped !'
goto 500

endif
DO 200 k=pt+l,n+l

A@t k)=A(PÇkyA(Pt Pt)
200 continue
c
C Row Pivotingfor A(2,2), i.e. searching for A(lPt+l) zuch that
C A(Pt+l,Pt+l)-A(Pt+1,Pt)*A(Pt ft+f) is not equal to 0, and then
C interchânge ttre ¡ow k with row Pt+l
c
C where þPt+I, ..., n
c

EX:A(Pt+1,Pt+f )-A(Pt+l,Pt)+A(Pt Pt+ l)
Row:Pt+l
DO 300 while @X.EQ. 0)

if (Row.GT. n) then
ER:2
rffrite(*,t)'A(2,2)4, N{atrix is Singular,Computation Stopped !'
goto 500
endif
Row:Row+l
EX=A(Row,Pt+ 1)-A(Row,Pt)+A(Pt Pt+ 1)

300 continue
Call Rowchange(dPt+ I,Roqn)
A@t+l,Pt+l)=EX
Do 400 k=Pt+2, n+l

.A,(Pt+ I,k):(A(Pt+1,k)-A(Pt+l,Pt)*A(Pt k)yA(Pt+I,Pt+I)
A(Pt k)=A(Ptk)-A(Pt Pt+ l)+A(Pt+l,k)

400 continue
5OO END
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c
c
c

c
c
c

Subroutine Rowchânge ({ij,n)

¡¡1s¡çhange row i with row j

rEAI TMP
real A(4n+l)
DO 100 K:l,n+l

TMFA(i,k)
A(i,kFA(i,k)
A(i,k)=TMP

Continue
END

100

c
c solving for a l$y-l system

subroutine USI(PI A,n ER)

integer Pqn ER
real A(qn+l)
ER{
if (A(PtPr).EQ.0)then

ER=-1
write(*,*)'A(1, 1){, Computation Stopped ! !'
goto 100

endif

A(Pr,Pt+ lFA(Pr,Pt+ lyA(Pr,Pt)

END100
c

subroutine TRANSIiER@ÇLtorder,Rtorder,An)

integer Ptltorder,Rtorder,n
Real A(4n+l)
real TMP
k1=Pt+Ltorder
k2=Pt+Ltorder+Rtorder- I
DO 300 i=kl,k2

Do 200 j=kl,k2
TMH
Do l00 lFPt kl-l

TMp=TMp+A(i,k)*A0qi)
continue
A(ijFA(ij)-rÀ4P

continue
continue
DO 600 i=kl,k2

Do 500 j=¡2*l,n*1
TMFO
Do 400 k=Pt kl-l

É-

{,

100

200
300
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TMp:TMp+A(i,k)tA(qi)
400 continue

A(ijFA(ij)-rMP
500 continue
600 continue

END

subroutine BACKWARD(PÇ Ltorder, Rtorder, d n)

integer Pt Ltorder,Rtorder,n
real A(an+l)
real TMP
kl=Pt+Ltorder
k2=pt+Ltorder+Rtorder
Do 300 i=It k1-1

Do 200 j=k2,n+l
TMP=O
Do 100 k=kl,k2-l

TMFTITIP+A(i,k) +A(Kj)
100 continue

A(ij):A(ij)-rMP
200 continue
300 continue

END

É
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